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1.0 INTRODUCTION
After a review of over 40 years work on the subject of wind models for aerospace vehicle
programs covering the period from 1957 to 1998 it was realized that the preparation of a
comprehensive report on this subject would not be an easy task. This realization lead to
the concept reflected by the title of this report. By definition a compendium is "a brief
compilation or composition, containing general principles or substance of a larger work
or system". The purpose of this report is to document the ascent wind profile models that
have been used for aerospace vehicle programs with special emphasis on the Space
Shuttle and X-33 programs. This report will review the lessons and misconceptions of
the past with the aim of preventing reinvention and false starts in the future.
This report consists of eight sections including the introduction (Section 1). The
remaining sections are summarized below.
Section 2. Statistical Analysis
This section presents discussions on sample size, wind persistence, tests for bivariate
normality and properties of multivariate normal distributions as applied to wind data
samples.
Section 3. Ascent Wind Models (0 to 27 km)
The primary application of wind profile modeling is for establishing dispersions of
launch vehicle aerodynamic load indicators. In the past, program managers were reluctant
to establish ascent wind loads alleviation techniques during the initial design phase of an
aerospace vehicle. Hence, the scalar wind profile model was used (wind loads alleviation
is not feasible for a scalar wind profile.) With the technological advancements in
computational speed, communications, and guidance and control systems, wind loads
alleviation techniques based on vector wind profiles are readily incorporated into the
design and operations phases of aerospace vehicle systems. The wind dispersions
produced by wind profile models may not be highly correlated with the dispersions of
the aerodynamic load indicators estimated with a trajectory model for a specific vehicle.
This is because the wind model dispersions are for a particular reference period (annual,
monthly...) whereas the vehicle aerodynamic load indicators dispersions are relative to
the wind profile used for first stage vehicle guidance. For the early pre-Saturn and Saturn
NASA launch vehicles, adjustment of first stage guidance in the pitch plane relative to
the monthly mean pitch-plane wind was used for wind loads alleviation. These launch
vehicles were constructed to withstand the monthly wind loads dispersions with penalties
to payload capability. Beginning with Saturn/Skylab and continuing with the remaining
Saturn/Apollo launches, adjustment of the first stage guidance in the pitch and yaw
planes relative to the monthly mean pitch and yaw plane wind components was used to
achieve additional wind loads relief. Further modifications of Space Shuttle first stage
guidance have contributed to recent improvements in Space Shuttle operability because
of reductionsin wind loads dispersions.This was achievedfirst by selecting launch
guidancefrom theone of four trajectoryrunsthat producedthe minimum loadsusinga
day-of-launchwind profile and four pre-establishedseasonalalternateascentguidance
profiles.More recently,SpaceShuttlefirst stageguidanceis derivedbasedonananalysis
of a trajectorysimulationusing a Jimspherewind profile at T-4 (launch time minus4)
hours.This producesthe smallestascentloadsdispersionsachievedto date.This latest
derivation of ascentguidancehas been called "day-of-launchILOAD update" or
DOLILU by theSpaceShuttleprogram,whereILOAD representsascentguidance.When
DOLILU is used,it is thewind profile perturbationsof relativelysmall scale(say< 6000
meterswavelength)that force control systemresponsesto maintain the guidancepath.
Heretofore,even the largest wavelengthsin a wind profile could contribute to load
indicator dispersionsbecausetheselargewavelengthscould deviatefrom the monthly
meancomponent(vector)wind profile previouslyusedto establishascentguidance.
This sectiondescribestheevolution of wind modelsdevelopedat MSFC for aerospace
vehicle programs.Statisticalconceptsand advantagesanddisadvantagesof five ascent
wind modelsarepresented.Thefive modelsare:
(1) The scalarwind profile model,usedin the 1960's
initially tried for theSpaceShuttleprogram.
for theSaturnprogramandwas
(2) A wind componentprofile model developedfor Saturn/Skylab,the first major
launchsystemthatwaswind biased(guidanceprogrammed)inbothpitch andyawplanes
for ascentstructuralwind loadsalleviation.
(3) The monthly vectorwind profile modelusedby theSpaceShuttleprogram.This
monthlyvectorwind modelwasestablishedfor thetwo initial SpaceShuttlelaunchsites,
VandenbergAFB andCapeKennedy_'LThevectorwind profile models for Decemberat
VandenbergAFB andFebruaryatCapeKennedywereusedasdesigncriteria becausethe
wind statisticsfor thesetwo monthseffectivelyenvelopethewind statisticsfor all months
at thesetwo sites.
(4)The monthlyenvelopingscalarwind profilemodel (MESWP)wasdevelopedfor the
NationalLaunchSystem(NLS). This modelwasnot implementedbecauseit wasquickly
supersededby anenvelopingversionof the improvedmonthlyvectorwind profile model
(IVWP).
(5) An improvedmonthly vectorwind profile model (IVWP) wasdevelopedin 1992
(Ref. 3.7).Thismodel ismorecomplete,hasnosimplifying assumptions,andis proposed
for all future launchvehicle developmentprograms.The envelopingversion usesthe
sameapproachin model (4) to definethegivenwind vectorson themonthly enveloping
probabilityellipseat areferencealtitude.
t _) name changes have been made for the location of upper air v, ind measurements from Cape Canaveral, Florida to Cape Kennedy,
Florida and now back to Cape Canaveral, Florida. The location for all Rawinsonde and limsphere winds is 28 deg 29 min N lalitude
and 80 deg 35 rain W longitude.
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Section4. AscentStructuralLoadsAnalysis
This sectiondescribesthe developmentof the time conditional wind loadspersistence
incrementused for protectionof the SpaceShuttle commit to launch decision.This
developmentis basedon applicationsof Gumbelextremevalue probability functions.
The theoryof extremevaluestatisticswasfirst proposedfor SpaceShuttleascentloads
analysisin 1976,but it wasnotuntil 1986,aftertheChallengeraccident,that theextreme
valuestatisticalconceptswereimplementedfor ascentwind loadsanalysis.
Section 5. Wind Loads Uncertainty Attributable to Wind Profile Smoothing and
TemporalVariability.
Examplesarepresentedon theeffectsof wind profile smoothingon SpaceShuttleascent
loadsstatisticsandlaunchprobabilities.Thejustification is presentedfor usingrelatively
low resolution wind profile measurementsystemsfor pre-launchassessmentof wind
loads,providedthat adequateadditionalloadsprotectionis developedwhich accountsfor
theadditionalwind loadsuncertaintyattributableto wind profile smoothing.
Section6. GustModelsfor LaunchVehicleAscent
Theorigin of thewidely usedNASA 9 m/sdiscretegustmodelandthedevelopmentof a
new discretegust modelbasedon the MIL- Standard"l-cosine" model aredescribed.
This improved model is used for SpaceShuttle tail assemblyflexible body loads
analysis.
Section 7. Wind Profile Measurement Systems
Technology development for wind profile measurement systems is described. This
includes the Jimsphere, the NASA 50 MHz Doppler Radar Wind Profiler and the
Automated Meteorological Profiler System (AMPS), which is under development.
Studies are also outlined for improvements in wind analysis to enhance operations of the
Space Shuttle and future aerospace vehicles.
3
2.0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
This section presents three topics on the statistical analysis for winds aloft developed
specifically for this report. They are (1) wind sample size, (2) wind persistence and a
discussion on random samples, and (3) bivariate normality tests for wind samples and a
discussion on the properties of multivariate probability distribution functions.
2.1 Wind Data Sample Size
Ask a statistician: what is the sample size desired for a statistical analysis? A quick
response might be: 'as large as possible'. However, the thoughtful statistician will ask for
more information. What is the nature of the variable? What is the purpose of the
analysis? What are the consequences of decisions based on the analysis? Some guidance
on the determination of appropriate sample size is quoted from S.S. Wilkes in connection
with the establishment of tolerance limits for-quality control of manufactured products
(Ref. 2.1) :"If the largest and smallest values of X in samples are used as tolerance limits
and if we wish to state that the probability is 0.99 that such tolerance limits will include at
least 99 percent of the universe (population), the sample size required is 660. If the
probability is lowered to 0.95 of including at least 99 percent of the universe, with such
tolerance limits, the size of sample required is 130." Wilkes continues: "The degree of
stability expected of the tolerance limits for samples of size range 500 to 1000 appears to
be of about the order of that demanded by the engineering statistician."
The probability density function that is the basis for the derivation of tolerance limits for
the largest and smallest observed values of X as a function of sample size, n, is from
Lindgren (Ref. 2.2):
f(Z) = n(n-1)(l-Z)Z n2,0<Z<l, (2.1)
This function is independent of the universe (population) distribution function F(x). That
is, no assumption is made as to the form of the probability distribution function of the
variable. The probability that the observed limits in a sample will include the fraction Pu
of the universe is obtained by:
1
Pu = n(n-1) J(I-Z) zn-2 dZ, (2.2)
es
which is:
Pu = 1 + (n-1)Ps n -nPs n'l. (2.3)
where, P_ is the sample probability.
4
Eq. 2.3 can also be written
Pu = 1 + [(n-l)- ._n]
Ps Psa" (2.4)
Values of Pu calculated from Eq. 2.4 for P_ = 0.95 and 0.99 for commonly used wind data
sample sizes n, are listed in Table 2.1 The sample sizes in Table 2.1 can be used to
establish sample size requirements for empirical percentile values. For example: a sample
size >_130 is required to be 99 percent sure that the sample contains the 95 th percentile
and a sample size >_ 660 is required to be 99 percent sure that the sample contains the
99 th percentile value.
Table 2.1 Sample Size n Required for Probability Ps that the Sample is
Within the Pu Percentile Value.
Sample Probability Percent of Universe
size, n Ps Pu
130 0.95 99
660 0.99 99
114 0.95 98.0
114 0.99 31.6
150 0.95 99.6
150 0.99 44.3
228 0.95 99.99
228 0.99 66.6
473 0.99 95.O
If the procedure described above shows that the sample size is not large enough to justify
using an empirical percentile for a particular engineering application, the analysis must
advance to development of a theoretical probability function that can be demonstrated to
be an adequate fit to the empirical distribution of the sample variable; this theoretical
distribution would be used to obtain estimates of the percentile values.
2.2 Wind Persistence
An underlying principle for a normally distributed variate is that the data sample be a
random variable from a homogeneous population. Wind data are grouped by monthly
reference periods in an attempt to obtain homogeneous samples. To group wind samples
for January with July or pooling wind samples for all months for the period of record
wouldcertainlyyield aheterogeneousample. Somegroupingswould producea mixture
of several probability distributions. A series of twice daily Rawinsonde wind
measurementsfor CapeKennedy,Floridaexhibited persistence.That is, there is a time
dependencefrom wind at onetime intervalto thenext. Foracontinuousvariable,suchas
wind, a measurefor persistenceis the autocorrelationcoefficient, which is sometimes
referredto asthe serial correlationcoefficient. The following discussionis takenfrom
Refs.2.3and2.4.
From an8-yearperiodof twicedaily, 00Z (1900EST)and 12Z(0700EST),Rawinsonde
wind database,themaximumwind speedin the 10to 15-kinaltituderegionfor each 12-
hour intervalwascomputed.The autocorrelationcoefficient(r_)wascomputedfor the62
valuesof maximumwind speedfor eachJanuaryof the8-yearperiod(Fig. 2.1)using the
equationfrom Kendall andStuart(Ref.2.5):
xi -_i xi+k - i+ki= 1 n k i n ki_
rk = (2.5)
I
ZXi+k
n-k i=l
I xi _ xi __ Xi+k _ __
i=l n k ,= n - k i=l
This equation accounts for the change in the variance and covariance for each lag, k.
This function is preferred for a short time series. There is a large variation in the
autocorrelation coefficients (Fig. 2.1.) for the eight January months, thus indicating
greater time dependence (persistence) in some years than others. The thick line in Fig.
2.1 is the mean of the eight January autocorrelation coefficients. This mean
autocorrelation coefficient is computed by using the Fisher's Z-transformed values for the
autocorrelation coefficients for the eight years for like values of k:
Z = lin(l + r'],
2 k. 1 -r)
The average Z for all like lags k, Zk, is converted to rk by:
(2.6)
rk = tanh l Zk , (2.7)
As a historical note: The maximum wind speed in the 10 to 15-km altitude region was an
important launch commit criteria for the Saturn programs at MSFC.
The aut0correlation coefficients are used to compute the appropriate statistical time units
(ASTU) (Ref. 2.6) required to obtain a statistically independent variable.
ASTU = (n + 2 y_.,(n - k) rk)/n, (2.8)
6
R
where, the summation is terminated when rk is not significantly different from zero. This
is determined from the standard error of correlation coefficient, raE ,
Closely related to ASTU is the effective number of random ordinates (variables) ENRO
given by:
n 2
ENRO = (2.10)
n + 2 E(n- k)r k
Table 2.2 presents examples for the mean time interval between uncorrelated scalar,
zonal, and meridional wind components.
Table 2.2 Mean Time Interval (in days) Between Uncorrelated Winds at 12 km for
January and July, Cape Kennedy, Florida
January_
Years 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 7 0 T0
Scalar 3.45 4.39 2.10 1.88 7.45 2.28 8.89 1.92 4.04 3.54
Zonal 3.59 4.38 2.08 2.01 6.70 2.54 8.95 2.34 4.07 3.43
Meridional 3.78 2.41 1.66 1.28 1.71 1.52 4 12 1.35 2.23 1.86
Scalar 2.26 1.61 1.73 2.43 1.28 1.29 3.00 1.74 1.92 1.70
Zonal 2.87 2.13 4.68 4.26 3.06 2.39 1.60 2.86 2.98 2.72
Meridional 2.97 2.06 2.97 1.05 1.83 1.67 2.05 1.86 2.05 !.94
The monthly average,_ o,computed from the eight year-months, and from the monthly
average autocorrelation coefficients, _0, are also presented. This table indicates that the
wind is more persistent in some years than others. From the variation of the
autocorrelations from year to year, it is concluded that the stochastic properties of the
wind are significantly different from year to year. The monthly average autocorrelation
coefficients for the wind speed plotted and analyzed for altitude versus lag times for
January and July are presented in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. The wind speeds are
most highly correlated at 12 km, the height of maximum wind over Cape Kennedy. Near
21 km and below 1.5 km altitude the diurnal variability of wind speed in all the summer
months is evidenced in Fig. 2.3 by the periodicity of the autocorrelation functions
variability.
2.3 Tests for Bivariate Normality in Wind Data Samples
It is important to test wind data samples for bivariate normality in order to take advantage
of the many statistical properties that can be derived from bivariate normal variables. A
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major interest in the application of the bivariate normal probability function began in the
late 1950's for aerospace vehicle applications. An early publication (1960) by Vaughan
(Ref. 2.7) gives the necessary bivariate normal statistical parameters for wind. Crutcher
and Baer (1962) describe bivariate normal probability ellipses for wind (Ref. 2.8). It was
not until Henry (L963) that the multivariate normal distribution was used to model the
wind profile (Ref.2.9).
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The usual procedure is to test the wind components for univariate normality using the
Chi-square test or the Kolmogorov-Smirov (K-S) test, and if accepted assume that the
wind sample is bivariate normally distributed. It is a necessary but not sufficient
condition that the components be normally distributed for the joint distribution to be
bivariate normally distributed.
Two tests for bivariate normality are applied to wind data samples for Cape Canaveral,
Florida. The first test follows that by Crutcher and Falls (Ref. 2. I0). This test is based
on a comparison of the theoretical and sample numbers of wind vectors that lie outside
bivariate normal probability ellipses. The 96 percent confidence bands are derived by
simulating a bivariate normal distribution with a sample size of 10,000. A modification
of the methodology used in Ref. 2.10 for the two dimensional case with some changes in
notation is presented herein.
The bivariate normal probability density function is:
[ fOx-x71 exp -<f(x,y) = 2OxOy_q_p 2 [t,-"_x .J
_ 2p(x-x)(y-y)+ (y__121
(Yx(Yy ) J
(2.11)
This function is completely defined by the five parameters: the mean values, x, y, the
standard deviations o x, Cry; and the correlation coefficient, P, which is a measure of the
association between the two variables, x and y. When the exponent of Eq. 2.11 is set
equal to a constant, 22 ,
(x_xl 2 (x- x)(y- y) (y_ yl 2
- " 2p + = _.2 (2.12)oxoy k % )
Eq. 2.12 forms a family of ellipses of equal probability density centered on the centroid
(x, y). The double integration of fix,y) over the region bounded by the contours of equal
probability density yields the probability that the variables (x and y) will lie within the
probability ellipses, P(L). This is expressed by:
which yields,
P(X)= jj"f(x, y) dxdy (2.13)
P(_.) = 1 - exp
2(1 - p2)
(2.14)
Solving 2.14 for Z,2 :
_,2 = -2(I- p2)]n[1- P(X)] (2.15)
The correlation coefficient in Eq. 2.15 can be set equal to zero by rotation of the
coordinate system by an angle _ defined by:
_ = 1 tan.l , (2.16)
2 I_x 2 _ (_y2
Thus, )2 = -2 In[1 - P(_.)] (2.17)
For common logarithms (log) Eq. 2.17 becomes:
_2 = -4.605218 log[l - PO.)] (2.18)
Table 2.3 presents the selected values for the probability ellipses used to test the Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) wind vector data samples for bivariate normality. A method for
calculating probability ellipses is given in the Appendix.
Table 2.3 Selected values for probability_ ellipses and _,_._
P__ I1 - P(k)l _ log,o [1 - P(_,)]
0 1.00 0.0000 0.000000
•10 .90 0.2010 -0.04576
.20 .80 0.4463 -0.09691
.30 .70 0.7133 -0.15490
.40 .60 1.02165 -0.22185
.50 .50 1.3863 -0.30103
.60 .40 1.8326 -0.39794
.70 .30 2.4079 -0752288
.80 .20 3.21888 '0.69897
•85 .15 3.7942 -0.82391
.90 .10 4.6052 - I.00300
.9250 .0750 5. i053 -1. i2494
.9500 .0500 5.9915 - !.301030
.9750 .0250 7.3778 -1.60206
.9900 .0100 9.2103 -2.00030
.9985 .0015 13.0045 -2.82391
.9990 .0010 13.8155 -3.00003
For this application there is no loss in the generalization by setting x = y= 0 in Eq. 2.12.
Rather than performing a simulation of the bivariate normal distribution to compute the
confidence bands on Eq. 2.18 as was done in Ref. 2.10, a distribution free confidence
10
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bound is used for this purpose. If all data points lie within the confidence bounds, the
wind data sample is considered to be bivariate normally distributed. The equation for the
lower and upper 95 percent confidence band, CL, is:
t 2 - t 2 2
CL= n P+D+t P + , (2.19)
n+t 2 2n
where, t = 1.96 for the 95 percent confidence band.
The second test is called the quadrant test in which the probability of the sample wind
vectors in each quadrant is compared with the theoretical bivariate normal probability
value of 0.25 for each quadrant. Each wind vector in the data sample is converted to the
zonal (u) and meridional (v) components from which the mean components (u, v) are
subtracted and then the coordinate axes rotated by an angle (_) to eliminate the
correlation coefficient using Eq. 2.16. This operation establishes the four quadrants, each
containing a probability 0.25 for the theoretical bivariate normal variables. The number
of observed wind vectors that lie in each quadrant is then computed. If the sample counts
for the wind vectors in each quadrant are one-fourth of the total sample, then there would
be perfect agreement with the symmetry of the bivariate normal distribution. This is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for a sample to be bivariate normally distributed.
The schematic in Fig. 2.4 will aid in understanding these operations.
X'
nt
n
Figure 2.4 Schematic for bivariate normal test
The sample counts for the quadrants, nl, n 2, n 3, and n4, may deviate from being exactly
1/4 the sample size n. The chi-square test is then used to accept or reject the sample as
2
being bivariate normally distributed. The chi-square, X , value is computed by:
11
[In,4)2+In24/2+(n34/2+ln44/21 220,
n/4
2.
If the value for _ is < 3.84 (for one degree of freedom) then the sample is accepted as
bivariate normally distributed at the five percent level of significance.
2.4 Bivariate Normal Tests Applied to Wind Samples
The wind data samples selected to illustrate the bivariate normal test are for Cape
Canaveral (February) using the 19-years twice daily complete sample (n = 1074) and
every fifth sample (n=215). The probability ellipses from the complete data sample, n =
1074, are shown in Fig. 2.5 for the 8-km altitude winds and Fig. 2.6 for the 12-km
altitude winds merely for the purpose of illustratingthewind data sample.
As shown Sec. 2.2 these wind vectors (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6) are not from a random sample
because of the autocorrelation, i.e., persistence. The sample does not meet the criteria for
randomness. Hence, the sample may not be bivariate normally distributed. The two tests
previously described for bivariate normality are applied to the complete wind sample.
Next, only every fifth wind is selected from the complete sample which gives a sample
size of 215. This arbitrary selection is based in part on a knowledge of the mean time
between independent observation in an attempt to obtain a random wind sample. This
reduced wind sample is also tested for bivariate normality. The ellipse test for bivariate
normality for the 8-km altitude for the complete sample (Figure 2.7a) rejects the sample
because one or more data points fall outside the 95 percent confidence bands and accepts
the sample for the 12-kin winds. For the reduced wind samples all points fall within the
95 percent confidence bands (Figure 2.7b); therefore, the samples are accepted as being
bivariate normally distributed at both 8-kin and 12-km altitude.
The quadrant test for bivariate normality is applied to the complete wind sample and the
reduced wind sample at both the 8-km and 12-km altitude. The complete wind sample is
rejected as being bivariate normally distributed using the quadrant test but accepted for
the reduced sample. These results are summarized in Table 2.4 for all altitudes for the
complete and reduced wind data samples. Heterogeneous wind data samples occur as
mixed distributions at KSC in the boundary layer due to the land and sea breeze. The
wind samples for 12Z and 00Z are at 0700 hours EST and 1900 hours EST. This analysis
illustrates that large wind data samples which are not random may not be bivariate
normally distributed. As seen in Table 2.4 a random sample of wind data in the 3 to 17-
kin altitude layer passes the test for normality. This is the altitude region in which
aerospace vehicles are most sensitive to the wind profile during ascent. Further study is
indicated to make a more careful selection for randomness in the wind data samples and
to isolate the systematic diurnal variation.
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Table 2.4 Tests for KSC February Winds for Bivariate Normality
for Complete Sample twice daily for 19 years, n=1074 and for
Reduced Sample every 5th data point, n=215
Altitude
km
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
Complete Sample
Ellipse
test
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
R
Quadrant
test
R
A
_AA
R
_AA
R
R
R
A
A
A
A
_A
I
R
A
R
R
R
Reduced Sample
Ellipse
test
A
A
i
R
Quadrant
test
R
R
A
A
R
R
A
R
A
I
A
R
(1) R = Rejection A = Acceptance for 95% confidence interval
(2) Quadrant test Chi-square test with one degree of freedom 95% critical
value is 3.84, Rejection if >3.84, Acceptance if <3.84.
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It was stated in the beginning of this section that there is an advantage in using the
bivariate normal probability distribution for winds because many other probability
functions can be derived from the five parameters that define the bivariate normal
distribution. For wind data samples the five parameters are the zonal and meridional
components means (uand v), the standard deviation (s u and Sv) and the correlation
coefficient between the u and v wind components, r(u, v). Ref. 2.11 gives the general
probability functions and some special cases for wind statistics that can be derived from
the properties of the bivariate normal distribution. These functions include:
I. The joint probability between the zonal and meridional wind components, i.e.,
bivariate normal probability ellipses.
2. The marginal distributions for u and v wind components are univariate
normally distributed.
3. The wind speed is derived as a generalized Rayleigh distribution.
4. The frequency distribution for wind direction is derived.
5. The mean values for u and v and the interpercentile range rotated through
360 degrees are derived
6. The conditional distribution for wind speed, given a wind direction, is derived.
This distribution is called a wind rose when empirical methods are used.
7. The sum and differences of two normally distributed variables are univariate
normally distributed.
8. The conditional distribution for one wind component, given the other, is
univariate normally distributed.
Practical equations are presented (Ref. 2.11) to compute these wind models given the
wind parameters at discrete altitudes at one-km intervals. The above listed probability
functions are used to model the winds at discrete altitude levels for the 17 published
Range Reference Atmospheres (Ref. 2.12).' These Range Reference Atmospheres also
contain statistical parameters, means, standard deviations, and skewness coefficients, for
pressure, temperature and density, and for water vapor pressure, virtual temperature, and
dewpoint temperature. All statistical parameters are tabulated in a standard manner by
monthly and annual reference periods for the Range Reference Atmospheres.
Assuming that the wind vectors at any altitude are bivariate normally distributed and the
wind vectors at two altitudes are quadravariate normally distributed, then the differences
in the wind vectors (wind shears) between two altitudes are bivariate normally distributed
and the conditional wind shears between two altitudes, given a wind vector at one altitude
are bivariate normally distributed. The conditional wind shears were used in the wind
profile model used for the Space Shuttle design for ascent structural loads and
performance (Ref. 2.10). Further details on the model are presented in Section 3.2.3.
Later, an improvement was made (Section 3.3) to the original Space Shuttle wind profile
model which eliminated the simplifying assumptions used in the earlier model and
derived the wind profiles directly from conditional wind vectors rather than
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=
from conditional wind shears. The improved wind profile model is based on th_z :_
that: given a wind vector at any altitude, the conditional distribution of wind vectors _= _,_:
other altitude is bivariate normal. The required statistical parameters to model the vector
wind profile include all of the interlevel and intralevel correlation coefficients between the
like and unlike wind components at any two selected altitudes and the means and standard
deviations of the wind components at each altitude. These statistical parameters are
required for the complete variance-covariance matrices. Examples of these statistical
parameters for February at Cape Kennedy, FL. from Ref. 2.13 are illustrated in Table 2.5
for the interlevel and intralevel correlation coefficients for like wind components and in
Table 2.6 for unlike wind components (note that the term "crosslever' used in Table 2.6
denotes the interlevel correlation coefficients between unlike wind components). These
parameters were derived from wind profile data sets as early as 1960 (Ref. 2.7) and 1968
(Ref. 2.13), but it was not until 1994 (see Section 3.3) that a direct application was made
in a vector wind profile model.
The Global Reference Atmosphere Models (GRAM_
The original GRAM model, published in 1964 containing the atmospheric parameters
(pressure, temperature, density) and wind components (Ref. 2.14 and 2.15) at latitude,
longitude grid points versus altitude, was used to design the Shuttle Orbiter flight control
system, aerodynamic heating, and reactor control system (RCS) requirements for the re-
entry flight path from 121-km altitude half-way around the world to the landing site. The
density and density perturbations from 80 to 35-km altitude are the most important
atmospheric parameters for the Orbiter systems re-entry design. As more data and
theoretical developments became available, updates for the GRAM were made in 1980,
1988, 1991 (Ref. 2.16, 2.17, 2.18) to the most improved model GRAM 1995 (Ref. 2.19).
The GRAM-95 with modifications to merge with the site-specific RRA is being used for
the X-33 design studies. The most valuable feature of the GRAM-95 is the computer code
to simulate individual atmosphere and wind profiles along a vehicle trajectory in the
altitude and space domain for which no other data are available.
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3.0 ASCENT WIND MODELS (0 to 27 km)
The development of ascent wind profile models for aerospace vehicle design has been
continuous throughout the lifetime of the U.S. Space Program. The five ascent wind
models for launch vehicle design described herein are:
(1) The classical scalar wind profile model (SWP), which was developed in the early
1960's. The current version is contained in NASA TM-4511 (Ref. 3.1).
(2) The wind component wind profile model developed for the SaturnV/Skylab launch
(Ref. 3.2).
(3) The original monthly vector wind profile (VWP) model, which is described in NASA
TMX 73319 (Ref. 3.3). This model was used for the design of the National Space
Transportation System (NSTS) as described in Refs. 3.4 and 3.5.
(4) The monthly enveloping scalar wind profile model (MESWP) was developed for the
National Launch System (NLS). This model was not implemented because it was
quickly superseded by an enveloping version of model (5).
(5) An improved monthly vector wind profile model (IVWP) was developed in 1992 (Ref.
3.7). The enveloping version uses the same approach used in model (4) to define the
given wind vectors on the monthly enveloping probability ellipse at a reference
altitude.
The enveloping version of the IVWP for Kennedy Space Center, Florida (KSC) and
Edwards Air Force Base, California (EAFB) has been used in design studies for the NLS
and X-33 respectively. An ascent wind profile model will be needed for development of
future launch vehicles such as the Space Shuttle liquid fueled fly-back booster and the full
scale X-33 foliow-0nl The recommended model for a particular vehicle program must be
tailored to meet sl_ecific program requirements and Vehicle mission objectives. Therefore,
it is not possible to use the general characteristics of an ascent wind profile model
presented in this report as design criteria.
3.1 Applications
The engineering design application for a wind profile model is the establishment of
preliminary design ranges for angle-of-attack, o_, angle of sidesiip, 13, aerodynamic
pressure, Q, and two aerodynamic load indicators, Qc_ and Q_3. These and other important
flight parameters are derived from ascent flight six degree-of-freedom trajectory
simulations using the wind profiles constructed with the model. This and other trajectory
parameters are used to compute structural load indicator values for suspected wind
sensitive points or members over the vehicle. A load indicator is an algorithm that relates
external loads, such as axial force, shear, bending moment, and dynamic pressure to stress
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(Refs. 3.4, 3.5). For the NSTS the load indicators are for rigid body loads. For some
structural members the algorithms are linear functions of Q, or, and 13; however, most are
not. Elastic body loads, which are highly sensitive to wind gust, must be determined by
other means such as finite element matrix analysis and flutter and vibration analysis. To
size the fuel requirements, wind profile models are used in the estimation of flight
performance reserves (FPR); that is, the propellant required to protect for in-flight
dispersions to reach orbital insertion (Refs. 3.4, 3.5).
Following the preliminary vehicle design activities using a wind profile model, trade
studies can be made to determine if there is a requirement to bias the ascent trajectory to
reduce wind loads. If the wind profile model is for a monthly reference period, it is
appropriate to establish steering commands based on the profiles of monthly mean winds in
both pitch and yaw planes to guide the vehicle through first stage. The current NSTS wind
biasing is with respect to the wind profile measurement at T-3.5 hours (Refs. 3.8, 3.9).
Following the establishment of the wind biasing methodology, structural loads and
performance assessments are made using a sample of Jimsphere high resolution wind
profile measurements. Currently for KSC this data sample is 150 Jimsphere wind profiles
per month.
3.2 Models Based on Conditional Wind Shear
These wind profile models require given values for either wind speed or wind vectors at
some probability level at assigned reference altitudes. For the scalar models (Ref. 3.1)
calculated conditional percentile values for wind speed shear versus shear interval, given a
wind speed at the reference altitude, are subtracted from the reference altitude wind speed
to obtain a model wind profile. For the original vector wind model, values for conditional
vector shear, given a wind vector at a reference altitude are calculated for all altitudes
above and below the reference altitude. A model profile is constructed by subtraction of the
conditional vector shears from the given vector at the reference altitude. The computational
methods for determination of wind percentiles at reference altitudes and for determination
of conditional shears given the wind at the reference altitude are described below. These
statistics are derived from Rawinsonde and Jimsphere wind profile data bases for KSC.
3.2.1 Scalar Wind Profile Model (SWP)
The SWP model for KSC taken from Ref. 3.1 is summarized herein to facilitate
comparisons with related models. Table 3.1 gives various percentile values for steady state
wind speed at assigned altitudes and Figure 3.1 illustrates the tabulated values. "Steady
state" is a term to denote that these percentile values are based on the historical
Rawinsonde wind profile data base in contrast with higher resolution Jimsphere wind
profile measurements. The term "envelopes" used below signifies that these statistics are
percentile bounds at discrete altitudes. These envelopes should not be misinterpreted; for
example, 95 percent of the wind speed profiles are not contained within the 95th percentile
envelope at all altitudes. This is because the interlevel correlation coefficients for wind
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speed are less than unity (Ref. 3.6). From a theoretical analysis of multivariate normal
distributions CRef. 3.13) and from empirical observation of the percentage of wind
Table 3.1 Wind Speed (m/s) Profile Envelopes, KSC
Altitude Percentile
1
6
11
12
13
20
23
50
8
23
43
45
43
7
7
75 90
13 16
31 39
55 66
57 68
56 67
12 17
12 17
95 99
19
44
73
75
74
20
20
24
52
88
92
86
25
25
40 43 57 70 78 88
50 75 83 91 95 i04
58 85 96 106 i12 123
60 85 96 106 112 123
75 15 22 28 30 37
80 15 22 28 30 37
75 95
.. 5090 _
70 :=
]
5
00 20 40 60 - I0 |00 i20 i40
WIND SPEED (m/n}
Figure 3.1 Wind Speed Profile Envelopes, KSC
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profiles that lie within a probability ellipse for wind vectors at discrete altitudes for an
assigned probability, it has been estimated that there are only approximately five
independent wind altitude levels for winds over a 12-km layer for wind samples taken at i-
km intervals. Thus, only 77 percent (i.e..95_x 100) of the wind vectors over all altitudes
for a 12-km layer will lie within the 95 percent wind vector ellipses taken at discrete
altitudes at 1-km intervals. Furthermore, this implies that the 99 percent wind speeds at
discrete altitudes are required to contain 95 percent of the wind speed profiles at all
altitudes over a 12-km layer; where (0.95) ''5 = 0.99. This significant conclusion is often
overlooked in engineering applications of wind profile models. For clarity let us repeat this
conclusion: A wind speed profile envelope derived at discrete altitudes for a specified
percentile does not contain the same percentage of wind profiles within that envelope. An
aerospace vehicle should be designed to have the capability to fly through a certain
percentage of wind profiles for monthly reference periods. The percentage of profiles that
are within the envelope at all altitudes is always smaller than the percentage for the
envelope derived at discrete altitudes.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 from Ref. 3.1 contain the 99th conditional percentile values for wind
speed shear (versus shear interval) for various given wind speeds. The term build-up is for
wind speed increasing with altitude (positive shear) and back-off is for wind speed
decreasing with altitude (negative shear). Each conditional wind speed shear in Tables 3.2
and 3.3 is conditional with respect to a given wind speed at the top of the altitude
increment associated with the shear; the caption "wind speed change" is the difference in
wind speed between two altitudes separated by the scales of distance (altitude interval).
The caption reference to envelopes in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 refers to the 99th conditional
wind speed shears for the entire data sample (all months). In the construction of the SWP
model, the given value for wind speeds at reference altitudes are linearly interpolated from
Table 3.1. This wind speed is entered into Table 3.2 to find the 99th percentile conditional
wind speed shear versus shear interval and subtracted from the given wind speed at
reference altitudes for altitudes below the reference altitude; thus, the caption reference to
"build-up" in Table 3.2 is for altitudes below the reference altitude. Similarly, the wind
speed is entered into Table 3.3 to find the 99th percentile conditional wind speed shear
versus shear interval and subtracted from the given wind speed at reference altitudes for
altitudes above the reference altitude; thus, the caption reference to "back-off".
The methodology used to establish the percentile values for wind speed (Table 3.1) and the
99th conditional wind speed shear versus altitude interval for a given wind speed (Tables
3.2 and 3.3) is empirical. The percentiles in Tables 3.1 to 3.3 for altitude intervals > 1000
m are derived from Rawinsonde data; for altitude intervals less than 1000 m the following
empirical formula is used.
AW = (AW),,,,, (AN/1000) ''7 (3.1)
where, the shear, AW, is in m/s and the altitude interval, ,M-I, is in m. The classical 9 m/s
wind gust (Fig. 3.2) is reduced to 0.85 of its value when applied as an extension to the
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Table 3.2 Build-up Design Envelopes of 99 Percentile Wind Speed Change, 1 to 80-
km Altitude Region, KSC
L
Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (mlsec)
90
= 80
= 70
= 60
= 50
= 40
= 30
= 20
5000
65.6
60.4
56.0
51.3
46.5
38. 5
28.0
17.6
Scales of Distance (m)
4000
59.5
55. 5
51.7
48.5
45.0
37.7
27.5
17.3
3000 2000 1000 600 600 400 200 100
52.3 43.5 34.0 29.0 23.8 t7.9 11.2 6.8
49. 7 42:0 32..7 27.7 22. 7 17. 0 10. 6 6. 5
47.0 40.4 31.2 26.6 21.8 16. 4 10. 1 6. 2
44. 5 38. 6 30.0 25. 6 21.1 15. 8 9. 8 6. 0
41.2 36.5 28. 5 24. 4 20. 0 15. 0 9. 2 5.7
36.8 34. 9 26. 5 22. 6 18. 5 13. 8 8. 6 5. 3
26. 5 24. 5 20. 8 17. 8 14. 5 10. 8 6. 7 4. 1
16.6 15.8 14.6 12.5 10.2 7.2 4.7 2.9
Table 3.3 Back-Off Design Envelopes
km Altitude Region, KSC
of 99 Percentile Wind Speed Change, 1 to 80-
Scales of Distance (m)
Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (m/sec) 5000 4000 3000 2000 i000 800 600 400 200 100
; 90 77.5 74. 4 68.0 59.3 42, 6 36.4 29. 7 22. 4 13. 8 8, 5
= 80 71.0 68.0 63.8 56.0 40. 5 34. 7 28, 5 21.4 13. 2 8, I
= 70 63. 5 61.0 57.9 52. 0 38.8 33, 1 27.0 20.3 12. 5 7.7
= 60 56.0 54. 7 52. 3 47.4 36.0 31.0 25. 3 18.9 11.7 7.2
= 50 47. 5 47.0 46.2 43. 8 33. 0 28.3 23. 2 17.5 I0. 7 6.6
= 40 39, 0 38, 0 37.0 35.3 29. 5 25.3 20. 6 15.5 9. 6 5. 9
= 30 30.0 30.0 29.4 26.9 22.6 19.4 15.8 11.9 7.3 4.5
= 20 18.0 17.5 16.7 15.7 14.2 12.2 9.9 7.5 4.6 2.8
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Figure 3.2 NASA Classical 9 m/s Discrete Gust Model
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wind speedat the referencealtitude.For furtherdetailsseeRef. 3.1 . An exampleof the
SWPwith gustis shownin Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Example of Scalar Wind Profile Model Construction With Addition of
Gust
Critique of the SWP model:
Advantage_
None
1. It is a scalar wind model. Wind is a vector quantity.
2. The given value for the wind speed is to be applied in all directions. This is not
realistic. For example, a wind speed > 75 rn/s at 12-km altitude from the east
has never been observed over KSC.
3. Wind trajectory biasing techniques for ascent structural loads alleviation are not
applicable.
4. Subjective analysis was used to derive the wind speeds and wind shears that
envelope all the reference months.
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3.2.2Wind Component Wind Prof'de Model
For the Saturn V Skylab mission, the ascent wind trajectory was biased for both in-plane
and out-of-plane wind components to reduce ascent loads. This was necessary because the
mission required a revision of the flight azimuth from east to northeast, which created
concern for the effect of out-of-plane winds on the 1001ton payload. The wind component
profile model (Ref.3.2) uses properties of the bivariate normal probability function to
compute the conditional wind component shears given the 95 _ percentile values for the
wind component at various reference altitudes, These Conditional shears are subtracted
from the given wind components. The in-plane and out-of-plane wind components are
treated independently for this model, Hence, there is no association between components.
The Skylab mission was launched successfully on May i4, 1973.
3.2.3 Monthly Vector Wind Prof'de (VWP) Model, Original Version for the Space
Shuttle
The scalar wind profile model was found to be inadequate for the Space Shuttle System.
A program decision was made during the summer of 1976, to wind bias the ascent
trajectory to the profiles of monthly mean wind components (vector mean wind) in both
pitch and yaw planes to reduce ascent structural wind loads. This was required because
some subsystems of the Space Shuttle vehicle (SSV) are more sensitive to ascent wind
loads in the yaw plane than in the pitch plane. This led to the development of the vector
wind profile (VWP) model as documented with several options by Smith (Ref. 3.3). A
synopsis of this model=and a description of applications in studies of SSV aerodynamic
load indicators and flight performance is given in Refs. 3.4 and 3.5. The VWP model uses
the properties of the quadravariate normal probability distribution function. The 14
statistical parameters for this probability function are estimated for monthly reference
periods from a long period of Rawinsonde wind records for Cape Canaveral, FL and
Vandenberg AFB, CA. The wind vectors at discrete altitudes, at 1-kin intervals from 0 to
27 km, are modeled as bivariate normal probability ellipses. The wind vectors at two
altitudes are quadravariate normally distributed. The components of vector wind shear are
bivariate normally distributed for each altitude increment. The conditional distribution for
wind shear given a wind vector at the reference altitudes is bivariate normally distributed.
In general functional notation, the conditional distribution is
f(xl x2,x3,x 4)
f(x3, x4]x 1,x 2 ) = ' (3.2)
f(xl ,x 2 )
where x I, x2, x 3, and x 4 are quadravariate normally distributed variables. Here x_ and x 2 are
the components of the given wind vector at the reference altitude, and x_ and x 4 are the
components of the wind shear between the reference and any other selected altitude below
and above the reference altitude. To obtain the _P, the first step is to compute the wind
vector to an assigned probability ellipse at a reference altitude as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. For
this 'given wind vector' the conditional bivariate normal diStributions for wind shear at 1-
F
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km intervalsarecomputedversusaltitudesbelowandabovethe referencealtitude. These
bivariateconditionalellipsesaremadecircular to simplify the modeling(seeFig. 3.5). In
Fig. 3.5 the dashedcurve is the conditionalmeanwind vectorsversusaltitude given the
wind vectorat the referencealtitude. The locusof theconditional shear(heavy line)_that
is in-planewith thegivenwind vector,givesthe largestconditionalwind shear.
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Figure 3.4 The 95 Percent Vector Wind Ellipse, VAFB,10 km, December
27-
Figure 3.5 Conditional 99 Percent Bivariate Normal Vector Wind Shear fTirc_e_
Given the Wind Vector at 10 km, VAFB, December
29
Thecrosssectionof Fig. 3.5 in-planewith thegivenwind vector is shownin Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Synthetic Vector Wind Profile, (1) in-plane with given wind vector,
December VAFB
The selection of eight given wind =vectors at an assigned reference altitude is usually
sufficient to describe the engineering systems design parameters. The VWP is formed as
the distribution of wind shears which varies with (1) the given wind vector at the reference
altitude, (2) altitude, (3) shear interval,:(4) month, and (5) launch site. Because this model
is based on the properties of the multivariate normal distribution, it can be made
completely general for any probability level. By convention, the 99 percent conditional
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shears are used for the VWP and the 95 percent wind vector ellipse is use: .......
selection of the given wind vectors. For wind shear at less than 1000 m-shear int:: _ .....
3.1 is used. The classical 9 m/s square wave gust model is reduced to 0.85 __ :_s _/al,.
when it is used with the VWP model.
The performance of the VWP model for two important engineering design parameters is
illustrated in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 for the SSV, (Refs. 3.4, 3.5).
DEG - LS/FT 2
q _ 1000
!
Ma- 1.05 1 • 15OMEASURED WINDS| --95 PERCENTILE MEASURED
| O 9fi PERCENTILE SYNTHETIC
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Figure 3.7 STS-I Pitch and Yaw Load Indicators, Mach = 1.05, April, KSC
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Figure 3.8 STS-1 Pitch and Yaw Load Indicators, Mach 1.25, April KSC
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The VWP modelyields excellentagreementbetweenthe Q_ Q[3dispersionsfrom only
eight trajectory simulationscomparedwith the dispersionsfrom simulationsusing 150
April Jimspherewind profile measurements.Theseascentrajectorysimulationresultsfor
Qo_and QI3are from a trajectorybiasedto the April monthly Vectormeanwind in both
pitch andyawplanes. Here,Qa is theproductof dynamicpressure,Q, andangle-of-attack
o_;andQI3is theproductof Q andtheangleof sideslip13.Note thelargerrangefor these
parametersderivedfrom theVWP whenthedesigngust is appliedat the referencealtitude
correspondingto therespectiveMachnumber(Ma). Theseresultsarefor specificdiscrete
altitudes. In retrospect,it may be fortunate that this gust was applied as the design
procedurein view of thefact thatthe95percentenvelopesof wind vectorstakenatdiscrete
altitudesdo notcontain95percentof the wind vectorprofiles. Hence,it is suggestedthat
the99percentgivenwindsfor theVWP withoutgustmaygivecomparableresults.
The usualvehicledesignobjectiveis to havetheCapabilityto fly through 95 percent of the
wind profiles in all months, not just a certain percent of winds at discrete altitudes or Mach
numbers. The determination of the sample size required to achieve this objective was
discussed in Section 2.
Critique of the Original Monthly VWP Model
1. This model has been proven for derivation of aerospace engineering design
parameters for launch vehicles.
2. It is based on objective statistical techniques.
3. Trajectory biasing techniques for ascent wind loads relief can be used.
4. Vehicle assessments can be evaluated for monthly reference periods.
Disadvantages
1. It is a complex model.
2. The complete quadravariate normal model has not been implemented; i.e. the
inter-level and intra-level cross-component correlai:ions are assumed to be
negligible, and the conditional ellipse for shears is made Circular by taking the
root summed square of the conditional standard deviations.
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3.2.4 Monthly Enveloping Scalar Wind Profile (MESWP) Model
This was the first 'enveloping' wind profile model that takes advantage of desirable
attributes of the SWP and the original VWP models. The MESWP is less complex than
the VWP because it is for the most part a scalar model. The only "vector" attribute of the
MESWP is the derivation of the given wind speed at the reference altitude, which is the
magnitude of a selected wind vector to the monthly enveloping probability ellipse. Unlike
the SWP model which is based on subjective empirical statistical techniques, the MESWP
is based on analytical probability functions.
The justification for 'enveloping' is given in Fig 3.9, which illustrates (for KSC) the ellipse
that envelopes the 95 percent wind vector probability ellipses for all months at 12 km
altitude, and the 95 percent scalar wind speed (from Table 3.1), represented by a circle with
75 rrds radius. For the monthly enveloping ellipse illustrated in Fig. 3.9, there is a large
range of wind directions for which the wind speed is less than 75 m/s; thus, a scalar wind
model could unduly overestimate the wind magnitude.
/
Figure 3.9 Comparison of 95 Percent Scalar Wind (circle) with the Ellipse that
Envelopes the 95 Percent Monthly Ellipses
Construction of a MESWP model wind speed profile for each reference altitude requires
the following derivations:
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1. Themonthlyenvelopingprobabilityellipse.
2. The conditional wind speedshearfor all altitude incrementsabove and below the
referencealtitude.
Thederivationsaredescribedbelow.
3.2.4.1 Monthly Enveloping Ellipses
The monthly enveloping ellipse is defined by five proxy bivariate normal parameters; the
means and standard deviations of the wind components are estimated from statistics
derived from the monthly ellipses and the correlation coefficient between the wind
components which is the value calculated from the entire data sample (all months).
The means for the enveloping ellipse are computed by:
u LE - use
_A = (3.3)
2
VA = VLE -- VsE (3.4)
2
where, HLE ,VLE and USE, VSE are the largest and smallest values of the monthly largest
and smallest zonal (u) and meridional (v) wind components to the monthly 95 percent
probability ellipses at each altitude for each month, uL.s and VLs ,calculated from
UL. S = U± _,eSu (3.5)
VLs =V+kes v (3.6)
where, gandV are the monthly mean wind components, so and s are the standard
deviations with respect to the monthly means, Xe = _/- 2 ln(l - p) and p is probability.
The standard deviations for the enveloping ellipse are:
SAu = (UL E -- U'A) [ Xe (3.7)
SAv= (VLE --V A )/k e (3.8)
The fifth parameter required to establish the enveloping ellipse is the correlation
coefficient. The monthly correlation coefficients between the u and v wind components
are not greatly different from the annual correlation coefficients. Therefore, the annual
correlation coefficients were adopted. These five parameters are given in Table 3.4.
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A comparisonof the monthly enveloping95 percentellipse with the annual95 and 99
percentvectorwind ellipsesis shownin Fig. 3.10. It is not recommendedthat the annual
vectorwindprobability ellipsebeusedbecausetheannualwind distributionis amixtureof
the severalmonthly distributionswhich havedifferentmeansandstandarddeviations. It is
further suggestedthat themeans(centroids)of the monthly envelopingwind ellipses,_A
and _A, contained in Table 3.4, could be used if a single wind biased trajectory
representingall months is to be usedfor ascentstructuralwind loads alleviation. It is
understoodthat suchanapplicationmay notbe realisticbecauselaunchvehicledesigners
would ratherreapthebenefitsof loadsalleviationand performanceenhancementsgained
by biasingto awind profile that is a betterapproximationof thewindprofile on thedayof
launch. TheadjustedmeansUA andVA, theadjustedstandarddeviationsSAUandSAV
andthecorrelationcoefficientaredefinedin Section 3.2.4.1.
Table 3.4 Adjusted Bivariate Normal Statistical Parameters for the Probability
Ellipse at each Altitude that Envelopes the Monthly Ellipses, KSC
ALT UA SAU R(U,V) _A SAV
(km) m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
-0,191
2,271
5.648
8.781
11.887
14.895
18.002
21.174
24.567
28,465
30.155
31,309
30.338
27.493
24.420
22.182
19.874
16.342
12.012
6,818
1.833
-0.137
-0,561
-0.573
0.961
2.213
3.292
4.205
3,713
7.823
8.788
9.649
10,651
11,956
13,273
14.823
16.459
18.234
19,948
21.713
22.672
22.465
20,208
17.438
14.990
12.970
11.302
10.236
9.606
9.658
9,837
10.431
11,561
12.750
13.983
14.899
-0.141
0,108
0.150
0.143
0.152
0,187
0,227
0.255
0.270
0.278
0.286
0.277
0.292
0.325
0.353
0,359
0.340
0.305
0.282
0,208
0,230
0.150
0,104
0.126
0.154
0.184
0,196
0,213
-0.089
1.751
1.634
1,778
2,225
2.776
2.969
3.505
3.433
3.106
2,079
1,274
0.509
0.349
-0,556
0,377
0.775
0.967
0.957
0,629
0.028
0.008
-0,312
0.435
0.526
1.181
1.425
2.083
3.745
6,790
6.766
7.538
8.204
9.038
9.772
10,781
12.006
13,252
14,526
15.855
16.237
15.313
13.201
11.275
9.520
8.167
6.526
5.162
4,409
4,588
4.158
4.277
4.201
4.307
4,776
5.443
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Figure 3.10 The 99 Percent Wind Ellipses for Each Month and the Enveloping 99
Percent Wind Ellipse, KSC, 11 km
3.2.4.2 Conditional Extreme Value Wind Speed Shear, Given the Wind Speed
A bivariate extreme value probability distribution function (Refs. 3.10, 3.11, 3.12) is used
to model the conditional distribution for extreme largest wind speed shear versus shear
layer altitude interval for given values for wind speed. The statistics for this wind speed
shear model are derived from the KSC Jimsphere 150 wind profile per month data base.
For each Jimsphere wind profile between 3 to 16-kin altitude, the largest wind speed shear
for selected shear layer intervals and the associated wind speed at the top of the interval
were computed. In general, the extreme largest wind speed shear in the profile is
associated with the largest wind speed. This is especially true for the larger altitude
intervals. Because the Jimsphere data usually terminates at 16-kin altitude and the largest
wind speed usually occurs in the l0 to 15-km layer, the negative wind speed shears
(decreasing wind speed with respect to altitude) are truncated or censored. Hence this wind
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speed shear model is based only on the positive wind shear. If negative ("back-off") shear,,
as listed in Table 3.3 are required, it is suggested that the positive shear statistics be use,7
Note from the analysis of wind speed shears calculated from Rawinsonde wind profiles the
empirical "back-off" shears listed in Table 3.3 are only slightly larger than those for
"build-up" listed in Table 3.2. The univariate extreme value probability distribution (Ref.
3.10) is an excellent fit to the observed wind shears and to a lesser degree for the
associated wind speed. The values for the extreme largest wind speed shear given in Table
2-60 of Ref. 3.1 are based on the assumption that the extreme wind speed shear is
conditional extreme value distributed given the wind speed at the top of the shear layer.
These shear statistics are presented for February because this month typifies the range of
conditional extreme largest wind speed shears given the wind speed for the other months.
An illustration for the 99 percent conditional extreme wind shear versus shear layer
interval for a given wind speed is shown in Figure 3.1 I.
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Figure 3.11 The 99 Percent Conditional Extreme Wind Speed Shear, 3 to 16-k,.
altitude, Given the Wind Speed, February, KSC
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3.3 An Improved Vector Wind Profile Model (IVWP) Based on Conditional Wind
Vectors
3.3.1 Theoretical Concepts
A quadravariate normal distribution for wind vectors,{Ul, VI} , at an altitude, ZI, and
wind vectors, {U 2, V 2}, at an altitude, Z2, has the property that the conditional wind
vectors at an altitude, Z 2 , are bivariate normally distributed given specific values for the{ "}wind vector, U_, V 1 , at altitude, Z I.
Symbolically, this is expressed as:
f (U2,V21U;,VI*)= f (UI' VI, U2, V2)
f (U;, VI* ) (3.9)
The 14 statistical parameters for the quadravariate normal distribution for the zonal, U, and
meridional, V, wind components are the mean values, UI, VI, U 2, and V2; the four
standard deviations, SDU,, SDV,, SDU2, and SDV2; and the six correlation coefficients,
which are for like and unlike variables betWeen altitudes Z, and Z_: R(U,,U,) and R(Vt,V_)
and R(U,,V2) and R(V,,U..), respectively, and unlike variables at the same altitude Z, or Z 2 •
R(U,,V,) and R(U,,V2).
3.3,2_nd Profile Construction
2
The procedure is, (1) define 12 specific wind vectors to the 99 percent probability ellipse at
a fixed reference altitude, (2) compute the five parameters for the conditional bivariate
normal probability distributions for all altitude levels above and below the reference
altitude :and (3) find the intercept to {he Conditional probability ellipse toward the mean
values at the reference altitude, This conditional wind vector closely approximates the
largest vector wind shear between the reference altitude and each of the other altitudes.
:Z::: 7U:; 7Z: :_7_
For engineering applications, the conditional wind vectors are expressed in polar
coordinates as wind speed and wind direction in the standard meteorological coordinate
system. Thus, the vector wind profile model is defined by the 12 equally spaced (30 °)
increments from the centroid of the 99 percent probability ellipses at each reference
altitude which are the given values for the 99 percent conditional wind vectors that yield
the largest shear at all other altitudes above and below the reference altitude.
For the N altitudes for the available data base there are 12 x N vector wind profiles from
the surface (station elevation) to the maximum altitude. These vector wind profiles as a
function of altitude above mean sea level are expressed as wind speed and wind direction
in the standard meteorological coordinate system.
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The vector wind profiles are derived from the vector wind profile model for a selected
month, called the design reference month, that is representative of the high wind months.
This coordinate system is chosen because a vehicle could have a flight azimuth that may
differ from either axis associated with the wind components. Furthermore, for operations,
the wind data will be provided in the meteorological coordinate system.
The wind coordinate system used in the Space Shuttle program as a function of flight
azimuth, (FA), is:
W×(FA) = W cos (0- FA) [ in-plane wind component] (3.10)
where, a headwind is a positive in plane wind component and a tailwind is negative.
Wy(FA) = W sin (0-FA) [out-of-plane wind component] (3.11)
where, a right-to-left out-of-plane wind component is a positive crosswind and left-to-right
is a negative crosswind. The wind direction, 0, measured in degrees clockwise from true
north, is the direction from which the wind is blowing. W is wind speed and FA is flight
azimuth measured in degrees clockwise from true north.
3.3.3 Equations
This section presents the specific equations from Ref. 3.6 to compute (1) the given wind
vectors at the reference altitude, Zt; and (2) the five conditional bivariate normal
parameters at Z:, which are the conditional component means, the conditional component
standard deviations, and the conditional correlation coefficients. The five conditional
statistical parameters are used to compute the conditional bivariate normal 99 percent
probability ellipse from which the conditional wind vector that approximates the largest
shear between the reference altitude, Z,, and all other altitudes Z 2 above and below the
reference altitude. The following notation for the statistical parameters is used:
Means Variances Standard Correlation Covariances
Deviations Coefficients
(m/s) (m% 2) (m/s) (unitless) (m_/s _
MU, SU, SDU,
MV, SV, SDV,
MU 2 SU, SDU 2
MV 2 SV_ SDV_
RU,V, SUIV j
RUIV_ SUiV 2
RV,U 2 SV,U_
RUzV2 SU2V 2
RU,U2 SU,Uz
RV,V 2 SViV 2
The general expression for the covariance is SU i Vj = RU i Vj(SDU i )(SDVj ).
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The first step is to definethe 12given wind vectorsto the99% probability ellipse at the
referencealtitude. Thesegiven wind vectorsfrom the centroidof the probability ellipse
are defined at 30° incrementsof clocking angle, CA, measuredin the standard
mathematicalconvention(counterclockwise).
U 1 = MU, + RS cos(CA) (3.12)
V_ = MV, + RS sin(CA) (3.13)
where, RS =
A 4- 2 In (1- P)
where, P is probability - 0.99, and
AS= 1 [(cos(CA)I 2 2RU|VI c°s (CA)sin(CA)(sin(CA)121 (3.14)
I-(RUIVI) 2 Lt, SDUt ) - + _, S-_I ) ]SDU l SDVt
The conditional mean vectors, {CMU 2, CMV_}, at altitude, Z 2,
vectors, { U_, V_ }, at the reference altitude are:
given specific wind
CMU 2 =MU_ + (T, + T_) / [1 - RU,V, * RU,V,)] (3.15)
where,
and
where,
and
T I = [RU,U 2 - RU,V 2 • RU,V,] • ( U_t- MU,) (SDU 2 / SDU,)
T, = [RU,V 2 - RU,U 2 * RU,V,] * ( _ - MV,) (SDU 2 / SDV,)
CMV, = MV 2 + (T,+ T,) / [1 - RU,V, * RU,V,I
T, = [RV,U_ - RV,V a* RU,V,] ( _- MU,) (SDV_ / SDU,)
T, = [RV,V: - RV,U, * RU,V,] ( _ - MV,) (SDV 2 / SDV,)
The conditional standard deviations are:
=
CSDU 2 = [sigma (1,1)] ta
and
(3.16)
(3.17)
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CSDV2=[sigma(2,2)]''5 (3.18)
Theconditionalcorrelationcoefficientis:
CRUy z= sigma(1,2)/ (CSDU_)(CSDV2)
where,
sigma (1,1) = SU z- SUtU: [SU,U 2 * SV, - SU2V , * SU,V,] / D
- SV,U: [ - SUaU 2* SU_V t + SU2V _• SUt] / D
sigma (2,2) = SV 2- SU,V 2[SU,V 2* SV, - SV,V 2* SU,V,] / D
- SVIV _ [ - SU,V_ * SV,U_ + SVtV 2 * SU 3 / D
sigma (1,2) = SU,V 2- SU_V 2[SU,U 2* SV, - SU,V, * SUtV,] /D
- SV_V z[SU,U 2* SU_V_ + SU2V , * SU,](I/D)
and, D = (SU,)(SV,) - (SU,V,)(SUtV,).
Note that the given wind values U_" and V_" are required for the conditional mean
component and not for the conditional standard deviations.
(3.19)
The intercept of the conditional 99 percent probability ellipse (PE) toward the centroid of
the 99 percent PE at the reference altitude is computed for each altitude above and below
the reference altitude. This is the vector wind profile model. The computations are:
UC 2 = CMU 2 + RSC cos(CC) (3.20)
VC 2 = CMV 2 + RSC sin(CC) (3.21)
and
Where CC = CA + 180, i.e., the clocking angle to the given vector plus 180 degrees.
RSC = 1
Ac.q_ In (l-P)
where, P is probability = 0.99, and,
(3.22)1 'cos(CC)12 2CRU2V2cos(CC)sin(CC)(sin(CC)121At2=
I-(CRU2V2) 2 , CSDU2 ) CSDU2*CSDV 2 +_,C---_2 ) J
A schematic (Fig. 3.12) taken from Ref. 3.6 shows the construction of a given wind vector
at 12-km altitude for a clocking angle of 30 ° and the conditional wind vector at 10-kin,
which is 210 °, (30 + 180), on the 99 percent conditional probability ellipses.
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of Profile Construction Between a Reference Altitude of 12-
km and an Altitude of 10 km, Clocking Angle 30 °
An example of the 12 vector wind profiles for KSC, February for the 12-km reference
altitude is presented in Fig.3.13 for the zonal (U) and Fig.3.14 for the meridional (V) wind
components.
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Figure 3.13 Vector Wind Model, U-Component KSC, February, Z,, = 12 km
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Figure 3.14 Vector Wind Model, V-Component ,KSC, February Z,, = 12 km
3.3.4 Application of the Vector Wind Profile Model
The vector wind profile model described herein is appropriate for monthly reference
periods. It is intended to be used in conjunction with the ascent guidance and control
system (auto-pilot) steering commands programmed to fly the profile of monthly mean
winds. Various vehicle programs have used different terms for the programmed steering
commands (e.g., the early Saturn program called the commands the chi-tilt program, later
they were called the wind-biased trajectory, and the Space Shuttle program calls the
steering commands the I-Load). The launch vehicle designer may choose a few months to
find the monthly VWP model that produces the largest monthly dispersions of ascent
vehicle aerodynamic load indicators Qc_, Q_ . The largest monthly dispersions for wind
occur during the winter high-wind months so that it is appropriate to use the worst month
from the winter season for the design reference Qc_, QI3 dispersions.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a description of five wind profile models for aerospace vehicle
ascent design. The improved monthly vector wind profile model is the most general and is
recommended for future launch vehicle design studies.
The development of wind profile models for aerospace vehicle design applications has
been an evolutionary process. There will continue to be requirements for wind models for
future aerospace vehicle design applications. As aerospace engineering science
advancements are made, there will be requirements for more advanced wind models. The
recommended model for a particular vehicle program must be tailored to meet specific
program requirements and vehicle mission objectives. Therefore, it is not possible to use
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the specific characteristicsof any ascent wind profile model presented in this report as
design criteria.
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4.0 ASCENT STRUCTURAL LOADS ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
In 1988 the authors introduced (Ref. 4.1) the use of extreme value (Gumbel) statistics
(Refs. 4.2 and 4.3) as a methodology for analysis of aerospace vehicle ascent structural
loads and establishment of wind load increments for protection of the commit-to-launch
decision for the Space Transportation System (STS). This section describes further
application of extreme value analysis to a larger wind loads data base and development of
methods for analysis of Go and No-Go joint and conditional probabilities for the STS for
various day-of-launch (DOL) wind biasing scenarios (Ref. 4.4).
The STS commit to launch decision is based on trajectory and loads simulations using a
wind profile measurement 3.5 hours prior to launch. Load increments, that protect for 99
percent of the load change during the 3.5-hour period, are calculated for all wind profile
sensitive load indicators. Trajectories that are biased to a DOL wind profile produce
smaller protection increments than trajectories that are biased to the profile of monthly
mean wind. Smaller wind load protection increments are desirable because of the inverse
correlation with the probability of 'Go' for launch. The probability of launch 'Go' or 'No-
Go' is examined for individual, joint, and conditional combinations, with or without the
protection increment, for 41 load variables that are calculated for each wind profile of the
114 KSC winter 3.5-hour Jimsphere pairs data base.
The concepts and the statistical analytical methodology presented herein have general
applicability for future launch systems that use a trajectory and loads assessment based on
a DOL wind profile for the commit to launch decision.
4.2 Procedures and Definitions
A sample of 114 winter 3.5-hour Jimsphere wind pairs for Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is
used in an STS ascent flight trajectory simulation program; trajectory parameters are used
in algorithms for the computation of load variables as a function of Mach number. The
trajectory parameters of primary importance are the dynamic pressure, Q, the angle of
attack, o_, and the angle of sideslip, 13. The load indicator algorithms relate external loads
such as axial force, shear, bending moment, and dynamic pressure, to stress at critical
locations over the Space Shuttle structure. The load indicator values are for rigid body
loads due to the combined effects of the trajectory and the wind profile. Some load
indicators have either positive or negative sign conventions. Some load indicators have
both positive and negative sign conventions. Hence, there are more load variables than
load indicators. The trajectory and loads simulations were performed for each of the 3.5-
hour wind pairs. A selection of 41 of the most wind sensitive load variables was made for
statistical analysis.
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4.3 Wind Biased Trajectories
For this analysis of simulated STS winter launches, three techniques called I-Loads are
used to bias the ascent trajectory in the pitch and yaw planes to alleviate wind loads. An I-
Load is the steering commands that guide the vehicle through the first stage. These I-
Loads are:
1. Baseline - The profile of the KSC February vector mean wind is used to establish
the Baseline I-Load.
. DIBS - Day-of-Launch I-Load Biasing System. The DIBS I-Load is derived from
low-pass filtered (smoothed) Q_ and QI3 trajectory profiles for a Jimsphere wind
profile 3.5 hours prior to launch, which is simulated by using the 1st of the wind
pairs from a sample of 114 KSC Jimsphere winter pairs.
. FIBS (or modified DIBS). The FIBS I-Load is derived from Qoc and QI_ trajectory
profiles for a 6000-m low-pass filtered Jimsphere wind profile 3.5 hours prior to
launch, which is simulated by using the filtered 1st of the wind pairs from a sample
of 114 KSC Jimsphere winter pairs.
The DIBS technique appeals to the engineering community. The FIBS technique appeals to
meteorologists because the wind profile used for the biased trajectory is defined.
Rigid body ascent loads simulations were performed for each of the 114 wind pairs for
each of the three I-Loads. This work was performed by the Rockwell Space Operations
Company (RSOC) Houston, Texas.
4.4 Loads Data Definitions
The structural load parameters of interest for the launch decision are expressed as Load
Minimum Margin (LMM). The definitions for these variables, LMM and peak load (PL)
are given below ; the relationship between the variables is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
1. The load limit is the ultimate structural load.
2. The Redline is the load limit reduced by the 1.4 safety factor for manned vehicles.
3. The Load Allowable (LA) is defined as:
LA Redline _ _ L2= - L-s + g (4.1)
where, L s and Lg are the contributions to the load by systems uncertainties and the
flexible body response to the design gust, respectively.
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, The LMM is defined as: If the simulated rigid body load exceeds the LA, the load
margin is negative, which is a 'No-Go' for launch. If a negative margin occurs at
any time over the Mach range of interest (0.6 to 2.2), the LMM is negative and is
equal to the largest negative value of the load margin. If the simulated load is less
than the LA for the entire Mach range of interest, the load margin is positive,
which is a 'Go' for launch; in this case the LMM is a positive and is equal to the
smallest value of the load margin over the Mach range of interest.
. The wind load persistence increment accounts for the contribution to loads
variability by the variability of the wind profile with respect to time. This is the
principal topic of this paper.
6. The Peak Load (PL) is the largest load for positive load indicators (smallest for
negative load indicators) from the rigid body load simulation for a wind profile.
For some load indicators the LA is highly variable over the Mach range of interest (0.6 to
2.2). This is primarily due to the aerodynamic uncertainties contribution to loads near
Mach one. For such indicators the LMM could yield a load exceedance and the PL could
yield a non-exceedance (See Figure 4.1). For some load indicators, the LA is
approximately constant over the Mach range. For these load indicators, the LMM and the
peak load occur at the same Mach number.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic for Load Minimum Margin (LMM) and Peak Load (PL) from
a wind profile loads simulation
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The loads data are derived from rigid body loads simulations for each of the 114 winter
3.5-hour KSC Jimsphere wind pairs for each of the three I-Load(s) (i.e., Baseline, DIBS,
and FIBS) giving for each load indicator the LMM and the Mach number at which the
LMM occurred, the PL, the Mach number at which the PL occurred, and the LA versus
Mach number. The original load data set contained approximately 300 load variables,
which were reduced to 63 variables for a general analysis, and then further reduced to the
41 most wind sensitive load variables for statistical analysis.
4.5 Extreme Value Probability Functions
This section presents, in general notation, the extreme value probability functions used in
the analyses of the STS ascent structural loads described in the previous section.
4.5.1 Univariate Distribution
The first asymptotic extreme value distribution developed by Gumbel (Ref. 4.2), that now
often bears his name, has the probability density function, q_(Y), given by:
q0(Y) = 1/O_y exp [-Y - e -Y] (4.2)
The Gumbel cumulative probability function (CPF) is:
• (Y) = exp [- e -Y] (4.3-I)
where, the reduced variate, Y (-_ _<Y _<_) is:
y = (y- i.ty)/O_y (4.3-2)
where, y is the extremal random variate, gy is the location parameter (the mode), and O_y is
the dispersion parameter. Gumbel's modified moment method is used to estimate gy and
0_
y.
C_y= Sy / 6. (4.4)
gy =7- O_y Yn, (4.5)
where, Sy and _ are the sample standard deviation and mean values, respectively; cyn and
Yn, the standard deviation and mean values for the reduced variate, are a function of
sample size, n. For n = 114, _n = 1.21 t8, Yn = 0.5613. As n---->oo, Yn approaches Euler's
constant (0.57722), and or,, approaches rt I4t-6 (1.2855). The inverse solution of Eq. 4.3-1
(i.e. the reduced variate as function of probability, p) is:
Yp =- In [-In(p)] (4.6)
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Thevariateyp is calculated from Yp,
yp = [.ty + OCy Yp (4.7)
4.5.2 Bivariate Distribution
For the Gumbel bivariate extreme value distribution, there are two forms (Ref. 4.3). They
are designated as the a-case and the m-case. The two forms are identical only when the
variates are independent. The m-case is more general and is the one selected for
subsequent analysis. The probability density function for the m-case is:
  XYm :O XYm [ e+emy l'm2emXY( emXmY "m+m1}] (4.8)
where O(X,Y,m), the bivariate extreme value probability distribution function (PDF) for
the m-case is:
q_(X,Y,m) = exp [ -(e -mX + e -mY)I/m] (4.9)
where, q_(X,Y,m) is the probability p that X and Y are contained in a rectangle, expressed
as P = Pr{-_ < X < X*, -_ _< Y < Y*; m}. Y is the reduced variate as defined previously
(Eq. 4.3-2) and X is the reduced variate, similarly defined as:
X = (x - IXx)/Ocx. (4.10)
The parameter, m, is a measure of association between the two extreme value variates
given by:
m = [ 1 - 19]-1/2, where m > 1 (4.11)
and 19 is the correlation coefficient between either the original random variates or the
reduced variates. From Eq. 4.11, 19must be > 0.
In summary, the required Gumbel parameters for Eq. 4.8 t.tx, I-ty, C_x, C_y, and m are
estimated from the sample parameters x,y, s x, Sy, and r(x, y). In the loads analysis
described in later paragraphs, the load indicator values for the 1st and 2nd of the wind
pairs are designated as Y and X respectively.
4.5.2.1 Probability Within Contours
Contours of equal probability for the bivariate extreme value distribution are calculated by
a double numerical integration of Eq.4.8 that takes advantage of the symmetry of the
contours with respect to a coordinate system that is rotated by 45 degrees counter-
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clockwise relative to the original coordinate system. Figs. 4.2 through 4.4 illustra'.
contours for variables that are independent (m=l), moderately correlated (m=l.41ttl ,d
highly correlated (m=2), respectively; the probability density values and the prc_abilities
for the numbered contours are listed in Table 4.1; the values for positive×" at the
intersection of each contour with the rotated X axis are also lis'ted in Table 4.1. The
solution of the bivariate extreme distribution in this form has valuable theoretical and
practical applications in the analysis of the joint relations between extremals.
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Figure 4.2 Bivariate Extreme Value Density Contours (m=I.00)
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Figure 4.3 Bivariate Extreme Value Density Contours (m=1.414)
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Figure 4.4 Bivariate Extreme Value Density Contours (m=2.00)
Table 4.1 Probability Contained within Contours (Figs. 4.2 through 4.4) of Equal
probability Density for the Gumbel Bivariate Extreme Value Probability Function,
m-case
M = 1.000, p = 0.0000 M = 1.414, p = 0.500 M = 2.000, p = 0.7500
X' mode = 0.000 X' mode = -0.14916 X' mode = -0.19041
Modal Density = 0.13534 Modal Density = 0.16471 Modal Density = 0.20999
Contour Density Density Density
Number X' Contour Prob. X" Contour Prob. X' Contour Prob.
1 .50 .12106 .0905 .35 .15039 .0704 .31 .19480 .0578
2 1.00 .09069 .2892 .85 .11964 .2265 .81 .16147 .1888
3 1.50 .05998 .5016 1.35 .08733 .4000 1.31 .12479 .3403
4 2.00 .03635 .6769 !.85 .06067 .5535 1.81 .09246 .4824
5 2.50 .02071 .8022 1.35 .04112 .6750 2.31 .06686 .6028
6 3.00 .01131 .8841 2.85 .02763 .7656 2.81 .04769 .6994
7 3.50 .00599 .9341 3.35 .01858 .8314 3.31 .03376 .7746
8 4.00 .00310 .9634 3.85 .01255 .8785 3.81 .02381 .8320
9 4.50 .00159 .9801 4.35 .00855 .9122 4.31 .01675 .8753
10 5.00 .00080 .9892 4.85 .00586 .9364 4.81 .01178 .9078
11 5.50 .00040 .9942 5.35 .00404 19538 5.31 .00827 .9320
12 6.00 .00020 .9970 5.85 .00280 .9664 5.81 .00581 .9500
13 6.35 .00194 .9755 6.31 .00408 .9633
14 6.85 .00135 .9822 6.81 .00287 .9731
15 7.35 .00095 .9870 7.31 .00201 .9803
16 7.85 .00066 .9906 7.8l .00141 .9856
17 8.35 .00048 .9931 8.31 .00099 .9895
18 8.85 .00033 .9950 8.81 .00070 .9924
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4.5.3 Logistic Distribution
The differences between the reduced variates, X and Y for the m-case bivariate extreme
value distribution function is a form of the logistic distribution. Let
(X - Y) = t (4.12)
The logistic PDF is:
F(t) = [1 + e -mt ]-1 (4.13)
where, the mean t = 0, and the theoretical standard deviation, crt, is:
t -_m
(4.14)
Eq. 4.13 is a symmetrical function about zero. An important application of the logistic
PDF is as a hypothesis test for establishing the m-case for bivariate extremals i.e. the
logistic distribution for the differences of extremals X and Y is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the m-case bivariate extreme value distribution of X and Y.
An alternate method for estimating the m-parameter is to solve Eq. 4.14 for m using the
sample standard deviation of the differences between two variables (s t) for cYt .
4.5.4 Conditional Distribution
An important application of the conditional extreme value probability function is made to
obtain the wind loads persistence increment using the data bases described in Section 4.4.
The conditional extreme value probability distribution function for the m-case is:
{X < X* I Y = Y1} = zl/m'l exp [-Z I/m - (m - 1) Y + e-YI] (4.15)
where, Z = (e -mX + e-mY), and X and Y are the reduced variates. Eq. 4.15 has the
following meaning: It is the probability that X will be less than or equal to an assigned
value X* given that Y is equal to Yi .
It is the inverse solution of Eq. 4. !5 that is desired to obtain the time conditional percentile
value for the wind loads persistence increment; namely, for a conditional probability of
0.99, and a known value of X, what is the value of Y ? This solution cannot be obtained in
closed form. It is obtained by an application of Newton's numerical method of successive
approximations. In applications for the LMM data set, the conditional reduced variate is
converted to the original variate having physical units. The conditional 99th percentile
value for LMM is called the 99% wind loads persistence increment.
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From the functional relationshipsbetweenEqs.4.3-1 and4.9, the conditionalprobability
functionfor aninterval is derivedas:
• {X < X*IY 1 < Y < Y2; m} =
(I:){X*, Y2 ; m}- _{X*, YI ; m }
¢{v,} (4.16)
where, Y2 > YI. By setting Y2 = Y1 + 8, where _ is a small increment, this function will
approximate Eq. 4.15.
4.6 Statistical Analysis
To illustrate the specific analyses techniques, four Space Shuttle orbiter toad variables are
selected, they are:
(1) WINGRAI4(-), this is the right (R) wing spar cap.
(2) WING LA 14(-), this is the left (L) wing spar cap.
The sign convention for the load variables is in parenthesis.
(3) VTL I 1(+), this is the left (L) vertical tail root rib beaded panel web (positive side).
(4) VTL 11(-), this is the left (L) vertical tail root rib beaded panel web (negative side).
Detailed statistical analysis for these load variables for the three I-Loads are presented.
Summary statistics are presented for the 41 most wind sensitive load variables. The
physical units for all load indicators have been purposely omitted.
4.6.1 Load Minimum Margin (LMM)
The five bivariate Gumbel extreme value statistical parameters for LMM for the four
orbiter load variables listed in Table 4.2 were computed using Eqs. 4.3-1 and 4.7. The first
step in the analysis is to establish that the sample marginal distributions are univariate
Gumbel distributed. The next step is to justify application of the m-case bivariate Gumbel
distribution by establishing that the differences between the paired reduced variates fit the
logistic distribution.
Figure 4.5:compares the LMM Baseiine i-Load sample probabilities (dots) with the
theoretical Gumbel probability distribution (the straight line) for the ist of each 114 wind
pairs for load indicator WlNGRAI4. The two curved lines are the 68 percent confidence
bands. These curves give a measure of goodness of fit. Figure 4.6 illustrates a similar
comparison for the DIBS I-Load. These Figs. indicate that there is an excellent agreement
between the empirical and theoretical Gumbel probabilities. The algebraic sign for the
LMM has been reversed solely for mathematical conveniences. Thus, the positive values
(Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) on the ordinate scale, yield negative margins, that is, a 'No-Go'
condition. From Figure 4.5, there are four wind profiles (dots above the zero line) that
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produce load exceedances. The theoretical exceedance probability for this example, from
Table 4.2 is 0.9603 (denoted as P{Y} for the 1st of the wind pairs; the empirical
probability is 0.9565 (114-4)/(114+1). The theoretical probabilities that the LMM will not
exceed the LA for the 1st and 2rid of the pairs in Table 4.2 are computed from the
univariate Gumbel probability distribution using the reduced variates, Y = (0-l.ty)/o_y
and X = (0 - _tx ) / ct x , respectively. These probabilities give the 'Go' probabilities for the
load variables after accounting for the 1.4 safety factor, system's uncertainties and gust
(flexible body) contributions to loads. But no allowance has been made for wind load
persistence. From Table 4.2, it is seen that, by biasing to the wind profile measured 3.5
hours prior to launch time (T = 0), the DIBS or FIBS technique will increase the
probability of 'Go' (no load exceedance). The computations and graphical comparisons
used for the example described in Table 4.2 and Figures 4.5 and 4.6 were also made for all
of the 63 ascent load variables. The 41 most wind sensitive variables have probability
distribution functions that adequately fit the Gumbel distribution. Load indicators
WINGRA14 and WINGLA14 have the highest probability of a 'No-Go' (load exceedance).
If all the load variables were statistically independent, the launch probability, without
allowance for wind load persistence, would be the product of the probabilities, P{X} or
P{Y}, for all the load variables. It is known from the load algorithms and from sample
correlation coefficients that the load variables are not independent. In fact some load
variables are highly correlated with each other. Since no simple theoretical model was
found to combine these probabilities, the empirical method of counting the wind profiles
that yield load exceedances (non-exceedances) is used.
Table 4.2 Bivariate Gumbel parameters for Load Minimum Margin (LMM) and the
probabilities for no load exceedances for LMM for Ist of pairs (y) and 2nd of pairs
(x) from 114 winter KSC 3.5-hour wind pairs
I-LOAD I.ty I.tx Cry ctx m P(Y} P{X}
BASELINE
WING RA 14(-)-5597-5663 1746 1764 1.918 .9603 .9604
WING LA 14(-) -5579-5616 1712 1806 1.985 .9623 ,9563
VTLII(+) -0.51 -0.50 0.09 0.09 2.019 .9965 ,9954
VTL 11(-) -.0.34 -0.34 0.06 0.06 2.448 .9965 .9963
DIBS
WING RA 14(-) -5666 -5741 1339 1292 1.631 .9856 .9983
WING LA 14(-) -5303 -5293 1278 1354 1.561 .9844 .9802
VTL 11(+) -0.49 -0.48 0.05 0.05 1.230 .9999 .9999
VTL 11(-) -0.36 -0.37 0.03 0.04 1,403 .9999 .9999
FIBS
WING RA14(-) -6318 -6315 1496 1339 1.735 .9855 .9911
WING LA 14(-) -5488 -5335 1391 1396 1.687 .9808 .9784
VTL 11(+) -0.48 -0.46 0.06 0.05 1.350 .9997 .9998
V'TL 11(-) -0.38 -0.38 0.03 0.04 1.304 .9999 .9999
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Figure 4.5 Gumbel extreme value probability distribution for LMM Baseline i-Load
for WINGRA14 from 1st of 114 winter 3.5-hour wind pairs, KSC
Figure 4.6 Gumbel extreme value distribution for LMM DIBS for WINGRA14 from
1st of 114 winter 3.5-hour wind pairs, KSC
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The differences between the reduced variates for the LMM from the wind pairs w: ............
for goodness of fit to the logistic probability function. The fit is adequate for - :c
load variables for the three I-Loads; this validates the use of the Gumbel m-casc _r:r_
extreme value probability distribution functions.
4.6.2 Wind Loads Persistence Increment for LMM
The wind load persistence increment is derived from the conditional extreme value
Gumbel probability distribution function for the m-case (Eq. 4.15). For the illustrated
LMM statistics given in Table 4.3, the 1st column identifies the load variables for the three
I-Loads, the 2nd column is the reduced variate X* for LMM from the I st of the wind pairs.
X* = (0 - Bx)/Ctx. The 3rd column, denoted by I Y.99, is computed by obtaining the
inverse solution to Eq. 4.15 for the conditional probability Pc = 0.99.
This is the value required to calculate the 99th conditional percentile values given in
column 4, denoted as LALMM, which is the !argest allowable !oad minimum margin to
protect for 99 percent of the load change, given that the ascent load is determined from a
wind profile measurement at T - 3.5 hours. It is computed by:
LALMM = By + Oty (I Y.99) (4.17)
Henceforth, this statistic is called the 99 percent wind load persistence increment. Column
5 in Table 4.3 gives the probability that the ascent loads will not exceed the LALMM
which is computed using the univariate Gumbel distribution, i.e.:
Pr{LALMM} = exp [-e-[ Y.99] • (4.18)
Column 5 gives the probability that there is no load exceedance after accounting for the 1.4
safety factor, the system's uncertainties and wind gust contributions to ascent loads, and the
99 percent 3.5 hour wind persistence increment. This probability increases for DIBS or
FIBS compared to the Baseline I-Load; i.e., an increase in launch probability is indicated
for DIBS or FIBS. For WINGRAI4, the Go probability is 70.66 percent for Baseline,
88.50 percent for DIBS and 92.17 percent for FIBS.
Column 6 in Table 4.3 is the 99th percentile wind load change for LMM over the 3.5-hour
time interval derived from the logistic distribution (Eq. 4.14):
mI-.9 9 -" (o_,/m) [ - In (lip - 1)] (4.19)
Because the logistic probability distribution is symmetric on either side of zero, the 1 and
99 percentiles are equivalent in magnitude but have opposite signs. The 99th percentile
wind load changes over 3.5 hours (column 6) are, in general, larger than the ab_ol ''''_
values for the conditional 99th percentile value given in column 4. This is as it she,',.
because no prior load is used as given information from the 1st of the wind pair r C: I.
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7 givesthe probability that theLMM will not beexceededusingthe 99th percentilewind
loadchange.This probability iscomputedfrom theunivariateGumbeldistributionby:
P {t_L.99 } -- exp - [e -(AL.99 - _y) / _y] (4.20)
Comparing columns 5 and 7, it is seen that the wind load change probabilities are less than
those using the conditional 99th percentile wind load increment. For example, in column
7, the WINGRA14 load variable for Baseline gives a 64.10 percent chance for Go whereas
the conditional_:2¢ields a 70.66 percent Chance for Go (column 5). =FOr this example
(WINGRA14), the 98th interpercentile range is _+4182 (units unspecified): using AL =
+4182 in Eq. 4.20 gives the most favorable probability for Go which is 99.63 percent. It is
known that the wind load changes during the day-ofqaunch (DOL) countdown can become
more favorable or less favorable for launch. From the logistics probability function, there
is a 50/50 chance that the LMM wind load changes will either increase or decrease with
respect to time. However, it is the 99 percent wind load persistence increment, derived
from the conditional extreme value probability (LALMM Table 4.3), that is used for
protecti0n Of the load allowable.
Table 4.3 The conditional 99th percentile values (LALMM) and the 99th percentile
load change (AL.99) for LMM from 3.5-hour wind pairs
I-LOAD X* IY_ LALMMa{LAI_} AL.9 t P(ALss)
Col.I Col.2 Col.3 Col.4 Col.5 Col.6 Col.7
BASELINE
WING RA 14(-) 3.210 1.062 -3743 .7066 4182 .6410
WING LA 14(-) 3.109 0+986 -3891 .6886 3964 .6775
VTL I1(+) 5.372 3.422 -0.21 .9679 0.205 .9669
VTL 11(-) 5.607 3.752 -0.10 .9768 0.1136 .9777
DIBS
WING RA 14(-) 4.443 2,103 -2850 ,8850 3773 .7841
WING LA 14(-) 3.909 1.387 -3530 .7790 3762 .7412
VTL 11(+) 9.135 6.776 -0.14 .9989 0.187 9977
VTL I I(-) 9.385 7.006 -0,13 ,9991 0_098 .9998
FIBS
WING RA 14(-) 4,718 2.507 -2567 .9217 3963 .8128
WING LA 14(-) 3.822 1.460 -3457 .7928 3788 .7448
VTL 11(+) 8.400 6.002 -0.12 .9975 0.200 .9906
VTL I 1(-) 10.583 8.188 -0.13 .9997 0.106 .9999
a) Column 4 is the 99 percent wind loads persistence increment
A summary for the number of wind profiles that had a load exceedance for any one of the
41 load variables (No-Go) is given in Table 4.4 with or without the wind load persistence
increment applied to both the 1st and the 2nd of the wind pairs. There is a great decrease
in the percent of Go wind profiles when the wind load persistence increment is used. This
analysis (Table 4.4) clearly shows the significance of the wind load persistence increment
and the superiority of DIBS and FIBS compared to Baseline I-Load. For example, the
percent of Go wind profiles for the 1st of the wind pairs without wind load persistence is
90 percent for Baseline, 98 percent for DIBS and 96 percent for FIBS. The percent of Go
wind profiles for the first of the wind pairs with the wind load persistence is 38 percent for
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Baseline, 63 percent for DIBS and 64 percent for FIBS. FIBS is equally as effective as
DIBS in increasing the percent of Go wind profiles over that of the Baseline I-Load.
Table 4.4 Number of No-Go wind profiles and empirical Go probabilities for LMM
for 41 STS load indicator variables from 114 winter 3.5-hour KSC wind pairs
I-LOAD
Without Wind With 99% Conditional
Load Persistence Wind Load Persistence b
# NO-GO % of GO a # NO-GO % of GO
Winds Winds Winds Winds
BASELINE
Ist of Pair 10 90 70 38
2nd of Pair 12 89 73 36
DIBS
Ist of Pair I 98 42 63
2nd of Pair 2 97 47 58
FIBS
I st of Pair 4 96 40 64
2nd of Pair 2 97 43 61
a. Percent GO Winds = (114 - # NO-GO Winds/115)100
b. Wind Load Persistence increment applied to both the Ist and 2nd of pairs.
4.6.3 Go and No-Go Combinations
This subsection presents a detailed statistical analysis for Go and No-Go combinations for
individual load variables for LMM using the three I-Loads (Baseline, DIBS, and FIBS).
The extreme value probability functions used in this analysis are:
• {Y} = exp [ -e-Y], (4.21)
where, Y = (L 1 - gl)/al is the reduced variate for LMM from the first of the wind pairs.
This gives the Pr{L 1 <L 1.}.
¢{X} = exp [ -e-X], (4.22)
where, X = (L 2 - _t2)_ 2 is the reduced variate for LMM from the second of the wind pairs.
This gives the Pr{L 2 < L2* }.
• {X,Y; m} = exp[e -mX + e-mY] 1/m (4.23)
This is the joint (bivariate) Gumbel m-case extreme value probability distribution function.
This gives Pr{L 2 < L2*, L 1 < LI* }. The five Gumbel parameters are from Table 4.2, and
the wind load persistence increments are from Table 4.3. Further, we specify the following
cases for Y and X:
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(1) We assignL_ = 0 andl-a = 0 to yield the Go probability for LMM without wind
loadpersistencefor first andsecondof thewind pairs,respectively.
(2) We assignLi = LALMM and1-,2= LALMM, whereLALMM is the wind load
persistenceincrement(Table4.3) to yield the Go probabilitiesfor LMM with the
wind load persistenceincrement for the first and second of the wind pairs,
respectively.
(3) Also, weassign1-.2= 0 (withoutpersistencefor thesecondof wind pairs) andL! =
LALMM (with wind loadpersistencefor thefirst of wind pairs).
The theoreticaljoint extremevalueprobability functionsfor LMM from the first (Y) and
second(X) of windpairsareexpressedas:
(i) Pr{Go2,Go1} = @{X, Y; m}
(ii) Pr{No-Go2,Gol}= @{Y} - @{X, Y; m}
(iii) Pr{Go2,No-Go1}= @{X} - @{X, Y; m}
(iv)Pr{No-Go2,No-Go1}=1 - @{X} - @{Y} + @{X, Y; m}
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
Thesumof theaboveprobabilitiesis unity. Fromtheabovejoint probability functions,the
theoreticalconditionalprobability functionsare:
(i) Pr{Go21Gol } = _{X, Y; m}/_{Y} (4.28)
(ii) Pr{No-Go2lGol }= _{Y} - _{X, Y; m}/_{Y} (4.29-1)
= 1 - Pr{Go2lGo 1} (4.29-2)
(iii_) Pr{Go2lNo-Go I }= (_{X} - _{X, Y; m})/(l - _{Y}) (4.30)
(iv)Pr{No-G021No-Go 1}= (1 - @{X} -@{Y} +@{X, Y; m})/(l - @{Y})
= 1 - Pr{Go21No-Gol }
(4.31-1)
(4.31-2)
The sum of Eqs 4.28 and 4.29 = 1. and the sum of Eqs 4.30 and 4.31 = 1.
The computational forms for the above theoretical functions used to compute the empirical
probabilities are:
(i) Pr{Go 1}=nl/(n+l)
where nl is the number of observed counts for Go 1 and n is the sample size.
(4.32)
(ii) Pr{No-Go I } = 1 - Pr{Go 1} (4.33)
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(iii) Pr{Go2}= n2/(n+l)
where,n2is thenumberof observedcountsfor Go2.
(iv)Pr{No-Go2} = 1-Pr{Go2}
For thejoint probabilitiesthecomputationalformsare:
(i) Pr{Go2,Go1}= thejoint # of counts{Go2,Go1}/(n+l)
(ii) Pr{No-Go2,GoI }= # of Go1counts/(n+ 1)- Pr{Go2,GoI }
(iii) Pr{Go2,No-GoI }= # of Go2 counts/(n+ 1)- Pr{Go2,GoI }
(iv)Pr{No-Go2,No-Go1}= 1- Pr{Go2} - Pr{Go1} + Pr{Gol,Go2}
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)
For the abovejoint Go and No-Go empirical functions,the only necessarydataare the
observednumberof counts(n) for Go1,Go2 andthejoint (simultaneous)observednumber
of counts {GoI andGo2}; for this analysisthetotalsamplesize,n, is 114.
Thecomputationformsare:
(i) Pr{Go21GoI } = thejoint # of counts{Go2,Go1}/[# of Go1counts+ 1] (4.40)
(ii)Pr{No-Go21GoI } = 1- Pr{Go21Go1} (4.41)
(iii)Pr{Go21No-GoI }= thejoint #of counts{Go2,No-Gol}/[#No-Golcounts+1] (4.42)
(iv)Pr{No-Go2lNo-Go 1 }=1 - Pr{Go21No-Gol} (4.43)
For the above empirical conditional probability functions, the only necessary observed data
are those for the joint probability functions plus the joint (simultaneous) observed number
of counts for {Go 2, No-Go 1 }. The empirical and theoretical probabilities presented in
Tables 4.5 through 4.10 are computed using the foregoing application of the wind load
persistence increment.
The number of observed wind profile counts is sufficiently large for Baseline WINGRA 14
with the wind load persistence increment applied to both pairs (Table 4.5) to make feasible
the comparisons between the empirical probabilities and the theoretical probabilities for the
Go, No-Go, joint and conditional probabilities. Considering the sample size, there is good
agreement between the observed and theoretical probabilities for this load variable. The
theoretical probabilities for the WINGRA14 load variable for DIBS and FIBS are
compared with the Baseline 1-Load in Table 4.6. For this load variable, the Go
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probabilities,the joint Go probabilitiesfor thefirst andsecondof the wind pairs andthe
conditionalprobabilitiesfor Gofor thesecondwind profile,given thatthereis aGo for the
first of wind pairs, all increaseover the BaselineI-Load for DIBS and FIBS. The most
undesirablesituation(Table4.6) is theconditionalprobability:Given thattheWlNGRAI4
load variableis favorablefor launch(Go lst) at 3.5 hoursprior to launch(T - 3.5 hours),
then thereis a 13.18percentprobability for a No-GoatT-0 usingtheBaselineI-Load; for
DIBS, this probability is 5.18percentand for FIBS it is 2.51percent. Evaluationsfor the
other conditional probabilitiescanbe madefor variousscenarios. The Go, No-Go, the
joint Go, No-Go, and conditionalprobabilitiesas in Table 4.6, for eachof the 41 load
variablesfor the threeI-Loads,havebeencomputedusing the 3.5-hour99 percentwind
load persistenceincrementapplied to the wind pairs. Thesestatistics have important
applicationsin the engineeringascentloadassessmentto identify the most wind sensitive
load variables.
Table 4.5 Observed and theoretical probabilities (percent) for WINGRA14 for LMM
with 99% wind load persistence increment applied to both wind pairs Baseline I-
Load from 114 winter 3.5-hour KSC wind profile pairs
Observed Theoretical
PROBABILITIES
# Counts P % P %
GO Ist 83 72.2 70.77
NO-GO 1st 31 27.8 29.23
GO 2nd 78 67.8 71.41
NO-GO 2nd 36 32.2 28.59
Joint
Pr{GO2 ' GO I } 70 60.9 61.44
Pr{NO-GO,_, GO_} 13 11.3 9.33
Pr{GO_, NO-GO1} 9 7.0 9.97
Pr{NO-GO2, NO-GOI} 22 20.9 19.26
Conditional
Pr{GO 2, GOj } 70 83.3 86.82
Pr{NO-GO2, GOz} 13 16.7 13.18
Pr{GO 2, NO-GO1} 9 28.1 34.11
Pr{NO-GO2, NO-GOI} 22 71.9 65.89
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Table 4.6 Theoretical Probabilities (percent) for WINGRA14 for LMM with 99 %
wind load persistence increment applied to both wind pairs from 114 KSC 3.5-hour
winter wind profile pairs
PROBABILITY (percent)
EVENT BASELINE DIBS FIBS
GO 1st 70.77 88.50 92.17
NO-GO Ist 29.23 I 1.50 7.83
GO 2nd 71.41 89.87 94. l0
NO-GO 2nd 28.59 10.13 5.9
Joint
Pr{GO2, GOt} 61.44 83.92 89.86
Pr{ NO-GO z, GO I} 9.33 4.58 2.31
Pr{GO z, NO-GO t } 9.97 5.95 4.24
Pr[NO-GO 2, NO-GOt } 19.26 5.54 3.59
Conditional
Pr{ GO 2 IGOt } 86.82 94.82 97.49
Pr{NO-GOzlGO_ }a 13.18 5.18 2.51
Pr{GO21 NO-GO t } 34.11 51.79 54.19
Pr{ NO-GO2INO-GO t] 65.89 48.21 45.81
(a) This is the most undesirable case.
Table 4.7 summarizes the Go (No-Go), joint and conditional probabilities for any one of
the 41 load variables not exceeding (exceeding) the load allowable using the 99 percent
wind load persistence increment applied to the wind pairs. These statistics have important
applications in developing DOL scenarios for a launch decision (Go or No-Go) made at T -
3.5 hours. The most undesirable situation is the conditional probability Pr{No-Go2lGo 1}.
For this case the Baseline I-Load gives 35.6 percent, DIBS is 26.0 percent and FIBS is 22.7
percent.
Table 4.7 The number of observed Go and No-Go LMM wind counts and percent
probabilities with the 99 % wind load persistence increment applied to both 1st and
2nd wind pairs for 41 load variables from 114 winter 3.5-hour wind pairs KSC
BASELINE DIBS FIBS
EVENT Counts P % Counts P % Counts P %
GO Ist 44 38.3 72 62.6 74 64.3
NO-GO 1st 70 61.7 42 37.4 40 35.7
GO2nd 41 35.7 67 58.3 71 61.7
NO-GO 2nd 73 64.3 47 41.7 43 38.3
Joint
Pr{GOz, GOt} 29 25.2 54 47.0 58 50.4
Pr[NO-GO2, GOt} 15 13,0 18 15,7 16 13.9
Pr[GO 2,NO-GOt} 12 10.4 13 11.3 13 11.3
Pr[NO-GO z, NO-GO_) 58 51,3 29 26.1 27 243
Conditional
Pr{GOz[ GOt} 29
Pr[ NO-GOzl GOt} a 15
Pr{GO 2t NO-GO t } 12
Pr{NO-GO21 NO-GOt} 58
(a) This is the mostundesirable situation.
64.4 54 74,0 58 77,3
35.6 18 26.0 16 22.7
16.9 13 30.2 13 31.7
83.1 29 69.8 27 68.3
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In general,theSTSDOL procedureis to performascentrigid bodyloadssimulationsusing
measuredJimspherewind profiles takenat L-6.75,L-4.25, L-3.0,L-2.0 hoursand at L-70
minutes. In casethere is anunscheduledhold at T-20 minutes,the aboveprocedureis
repeatedat hourly intervalsuntil thevehicleis launched.For theSTSoperationsdecision,
the3.5-hourwind loadpersistenceincrementis appliedateachof theL-times includingL -
70 minutes. At L-3.0 hours, the 3.5-hourwind load persistenceincrementgives loads
protectionfor anon-time launchatT = 0. (Therearescheduledholds.) At L - 70 minutes,
the 3.5-hour wind persistence increment gives loads protection up to the close of the launch
window which is, typically, T = 0 plus 2 to 3 hours. These DOL procedures are based on
practical operational time-line considerations. It requires about 1 hour from the Jimsphere
release to measure the wind profile: Then about 2 1/2 hours is required to perform the
rigid body loads simulations, engineering evaluations, validations and management
conferences to reach a Go or No-Go launch decision. If the DOL operational time-line is
reduced, then the wind loads persistence increment can also be reduced. In principle, if
the DOL operational time-line can be reduced to some minutes prior T = 0 (near real time),
then the rigid body wind load persistence increment is near zero. Hence, there would be no
requirement to make allowances for the wind loads persistence increment. Therefore, the
launch probabilities would be from our analysis presented in Table 4.4 without persistence.
Consider that the 3.5-hour wind load persistence increment is applied at T - 3.5 hours and
that, in principle, this increment decreases to zero at T = 0. Under this assumption: what
is the launch probability? To address this question, we perform the statistical analysis by
applying the wind loads persistence increment only to the first of the pairs. These
probabilities are computed for each of the 41 load variables for the three I-Loads as shown
in Table 4.8 for WINGRAI4. For example from Table 4.8 the Go probabilities for
WINGRAI4 with the 3.5-hour wind load persistence increment applied to the first of the
pairs (Go l st) are the same as in Table 4.6; but the Go probabilities for the second of the
pairs without the wind load persistence (Table 4.8, Go 2 "a ) are much greater than with the
wind load persistence increment (Table 4.6). Comparisons of the conditional Pr{Go21
Go i}with0ut or with wind load persistence increment from Table 4.8 and Table 4.6
respectively are: for Baseline from Table 4.8, this probability is 99.73 percent (compared
to 86.82 percent from Table 4.6); for DIBS it is 99.84 percent (94.82 percent) and for FIBS
99.90 percent (97.49 percent).
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Table 4.8 Probabilities (percent) for WINGRA 14 for LMM with 99% wind load
persistence increment applied to 1st of wind pairs and without the persistence
increment for 2nd of wind pairs from 114 KSC 3.5-hour winter wind profile pairs
PROBABILITY (percent)
EVENT BASELINE DIBS FIBS
GO 1st 70.77 88.50 92.17
NO-GO 1st 29.23 11.50 7.83
GO 2nd 96.04 98.83 99. ! 1
NO-GO 2nd 3.96 1.17 0.89
Joint
Pr{GO 2, GO I } 70.58 88.36 92.08
Pr{NO-GO 2, GOi) 0.19 0.15 0.09
Pr{GO 2, NO-GO t} 25.47 10.47 7.03
Pr{NO-GO2, NO-GOI) 3.77 1.02 0.80
Conditional
Pr{GO 2 [ GO I ] 99.73 99.84 99.90
Pr{NO-GO2 IGOi) a 0.27 0.16 0.10
Pr{GO2 [ NO-GO l } 87.12 91.09 89.83
Pr{NO-GO2 INO-GO 1} 12.88 8.91 10.17
(a) This is the most undesirable case,
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 contain the empirical probabilities for LMM with the wind load
persistence increment applied to the first of the pair and without the persistence increment
for the second of the pair. If any one of the 41 load variables has a load exceedance for a
wind profile, then this is counted as a No-Go wind profile. We compare the Go2
probabilities from Table 4.9 with those given in Table 4.7 for Goj: For Baseline(Table
4.9), this probability is 88.7 percent (from Table 4.7 it is 38.3 percent);similarly, for DIBS
it is 97.4 percent (62.6 percent); for FIBS it is 97.4 percent (64.3 percent). Table 4.10
presents the Go No-Go conditional probabilities computed from Table 4.9 and the 95
percent statistical confidence level (CL).
The lower and upper 95 percent CL is computed by:
CL= _ +t2+t P +(___t_ 2 2
n +t 2 p 2n _,2nJ j
(4.44)
where t = 1.96, p = number of counts/(n + 1) and (1 - p) = q.
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Table 4.9 The number observed Go and No-Go LMM wind counts and percent
probability with 99% wind load persistence increment for 1st of wind pairs and
without wind load persistence increment for the 2nd of wind pairs for 41 load
variables from 114 winter 3.5-hour wind pairs, KSC
BASELINE DIBS FIBS
EVENT
Counts P % Counts P% Counts P%
GO lst 44 38.3 72 62.6 74 64.3
NO-GO Ist 70 61.7 42 37.4 40 35.7
GO2nd t02 88.7 a 112 97.4 a ll2 97.4 a
NO-GO 2nd 12 11.3 2 2.6 2 2.6
Joint
Pr{GO2, GO_} 44 38.3 72 62.6 74 64.4
Pr{ NO-GO 2, GO_} 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Pr[GO2, NO-GOt} 58 50.4 40 34.7 38 33.0
Pr{NO-GO 2,NO-GOt} 12 10.3 12 2.6 2 2.6
(a) Suggested launch probabilities.
Table 4.10 Probabilities (percent) and 95% confidence level of LMM for 41 load
variables with 99 % wind load persistence increment for 1st of pairs and without wind
load persistence increment for 2nd of pairs, 114 winter 3.5-hour pairs, KSC
COUNTS LOWER PROB, UPPER
EVENT n n 95% CL % 95% CL
GO 1st 44 44 88.3 p 97,8 99.6
NO-GO 1st 0 44 0.4 q 2.2 11.7
GO 2nd 58 70 72.7 p 81.7 89.0
NO-GO 2nd 12 70 I 1.0 q 18.3 28,9
: Joint
Pr[GO 2, GOt} 72 72 92.6 p 98.6 99.8
Pr[NO'GO2, GOi] 0 72 0.2 q 1.4 7.4
Pr{GO 2, NO-GO i} 40 42 81.2 p 93.0 97.6
Pr{NO-GO2, NO-GOI } 2 42 2.4 q 7,0 18,8
Conditional
Pr{GO 21 GOt} 74 74 92.8 p 98,7 99.8
Pr{NO-GO2 IGOr} ' 0 74 0.2 q 1,3 7,2
Pr{GO21 NO-GOt} 38 40 80,4 p 92.7 97.5
Pr{NO-GO2 INO-GOt} 2 40 2.5 q 7,3 19,6
(a) This is the most undesirable case.
A comparison is given below of the conditional probabilities for Pr{No-Go2[Go 1 } from
Table 4.10 Baseline with Table 4.7. For Baseline Table 4.10, this probability is 2.2 percent
(Table 4.7, 35.6 percent); DIBS Table 4.10 is 1.4 percent (Table 4.7, 26.0 percent); and
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Table4.10 is 1.3percent(Table4.7, 22.7percent).At this confidencelevel, thereaxe no
significant differences (Table 4.10) between DIBS and FIBS.
For this loads data set, Tables 4.9 and 4.10 are considered to be more realistic in quoting
launch probabilities for mission planning than those contained in Table 4.7.
4.6.4 Peak Loads Analysis
A brief analysis has been performed using the PL data base from the 114 winter KSC 3.5-
hour wind pairs. Table 4.11 presents the bivariate Gumbel parameters for this data sample.
For the load variables shown in Table 4.11, the m-parameters axe not greatly different from
those given in Table 4.2 for the LMM. Hence, the correlations between those load
variables for the first and second of the wind pairs for PL are about the same as for the
LMM. Also, shown in Table 4.11 is the 99th percentile load change (AL.99) computed
from the logistic probability function. The AL.99 for the PL (Table 4.11) axe not greatly
different from those for LMM given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.11 Bivariate Gumbel parameters for Peak Load for 1st of wind pairs (y) and
2nd of wind pairs (x) and the 99th percentile load change (AL.99) from 3.5-hour wind
pairs
I-LOAD lay llx cry c_ m _I..,.9_
(a) BASELINE
WINGRA 14(-) 18529 18443 1755 1751 2.017 3997
W1NGLA!4(-) 18129 18100 1709 1804 2.019 3885
VTL II(+) 0.15 0.16 0.10 0.10 2.189 0.21
VTL 11(-) 0.20 0.20 0.08 0.08 2.322 0.16
(b) DIBS
WINGRAI4(-) 18465 18376 1310 1265 1.649 3750
WINGLA 14(-) 18393 18415 1285 1354 1.586 3723
v"rL 11(+) 0.17 0.19 0.06 0.06 1.285 0.21
VTL 11(-) 0.19 0.19 0.05 0.06 1.463 0.17
(c) FIBS
WINGRA 14(-) 17821 17806 1461 1320 1.745 3849
WINGLA 14(-) 18206 18370 1396 1389 1.714 3742
VTL ll(+) 0.18 0.20 0.07 0.06 1.432 0.21
VTL I1(-) 0.16 0.17 0.05 0.06 1.307 0.18
Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the Gumbel probability distribution from the PL for the WING
RA14(-) load variable for the first of the wind pairs for Baseline and DIBS. Because this
load variable has a negative sign convention, the algebraic sign has been reversed for
mathematical convenience. The sample data (dots) in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show an
excellent fit to the Gumbel distribution. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate good agreement
between the observed peak wind load 3.5-hour change and the theoretical peak wind load
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changefrom the logistic probability function. The other load variables are also in good
agreement. This justifies using the bivariate extreme value probability function, Gumbel
case m, for peak load change. Analytically, the peak load margin with respect to the
redline limit load (PLM) and the load minimum margin (LMM) are identical. Hence the
PLM, so defined, could be used in the same statistical manner as the LMM.
|lom D
la_,,-
Redacmd VtrtttJ
Figure 4.7 Gumbel extreme value probability distribution for Peak Loads for WING
RAI4 from Ist of 114 winter 3.5-hour wind pairs, KSC, using Baseline I-Load
L 7
Redua_l Vtrtttm
Figure 4.8 Gumbel extreme value probability distribution for peak loads for
WINGRA14 from 1st of 114 winter 3.5-hour-wind pairs, KSC, using DIBS I-Load
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Figure 4.9 Observed and Theoretical (Logistic) Peak Load Differences Between I st
and 2 nd of 114 Winter KSC 3.5-hour Wind Pairs for WINGRA14 Baseline I-Load
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Figure 4.10 Observed and Theoretical (Logistic) Peak Load Differences Between 1 st
and 2 "d of 114 Winter KSC 3.5-hour Wind Pairs for WINGRA14 DIBS I-Load
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4.7Conclusions
For the Space Transportation System (STS), the advantages in reducing the ascent wind
loads by biasing to the Day-Of-Launch (DOL) measured wind profile using either the DIBS
or FIBS steering commands techniques have been clearly demonstrated. The analytical
statistical techniques presented in this section, using extreme value statistics, have many
advantages over empirical statistical techniques for aerospace programmatic management
decisions for design, trade studies, design assessments, and redesign and in the DOL
Go/No-Go decision process. Because the analytical statistical techniques are general, they
can be used for the above multifaceted purposes for future aerospace vehicles.
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5.0 WIND LOADS UNCERTAINTY ATTRIBUTABLE TO WIND PROFILE
SMOOTHING AND TEMPORAL VARIABILITY
5.1 Introduction
The small wavelengths (WL < 1500 meters) in Jimsphere wind profiles at T-3.5 hours
used in Space Shuttle pre-launch six degree-of-freedom trajectory and rigid body loads
simulations have little or no relationship to the small scale wind perturbations experienced
by the vehicle 3.5 hours later. This is demonstrated by comparison of the largest
perturbations (+ and -) in the I0 to 12 km layer of the I '1 and 2 "_ of the high pass filtered
(WL < 1500 m) Jimsphere winter3.5-hour pairs (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). In addition, as the
wavelength decreases the perturbations in a Jimsphere wind profile become less correlated
with the wind perturbations along the Space Shuttle ascent trajectory, even if that trajectory
is centered at the mid-point of the 1-hr time interval associated with a Jimsphere
measurement. Thus, there is uncertainty in these small wavelengths that can influence the
assessment of wind loads for the commit-to-launch decision that is based on the T-3.5
hour Jimsphere wind profile. In addition there is also uncertainty in the post-flight
evaluation of trajectory and loads based on the T-0 profile. Heretofore, only the loads
uncertainty attributable to wind profile temporal variability is accounted for in
assessments of vehicle launch capability (Refs.5.1 through 5.3). This uncertainty is
accounted for with a load increment known as the wind load persistence increment
(WLPI), which is calculated for each wind sensitive load indicator from a conditional
extreme value (Gumbel) probability distribution. The statistical methodology used for
protecting the commit-to-launch decision for wind loads temporal variability is also
applicable for derivation of a larger load increment that protects for the combined
uncertainties attributable to wind profile temporal variability and transient small
wavelength wind profile perturbations that are essentially unknown along the vehicle flight
path on DOL. The additional protection ensures that the integrity of the commit-to-launch
decision is not compromised by using a smoothed (low-pass filtered wind profile) for
trajectory and loads assessments. This profile could be derived from a Jimsphere profile
(Ref. 5.4) or it could be from a relatively low resolution measurement system such as the
Meteorological Sounding System (MSS) or the NASA 50-MHz Doppler Radar Wind
Profiler (DRWP, Ref. 5.5). Because of the small time interval required to obtain a DRWP
wind profile (5-minute intervals in support of NASA Space Shuttle launch operations)
compared to one hour for a Jimsphere, the advantage of the DRWP is the potential for a 45
minute reduction of the time interval from the last loads simulation to the time of launch.
From this study a detailed wind profile measurement would not be needed for pre- and
post-flight assessments of vehicle trajectory and loads, if load increments that account for
uncertainty in small wavelength perturbations are implemented.
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Figure 5.1 Extreme positive u and v wind component perturbations with wavelengths
less than 1500 m in the I0 to 12 km altitude band, r' versus 2 "_ of the KSC 3.5-hr
Jimsphere wind profile pairs
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Figure 5.2 Extreme negative u and v wind component perturbations with
wavelengths less than 1500 m in the 10 to 12 km altitude band, 1" versus 2" of the
KSC 3.5-hr Jimsphere wind profile pairs
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5.2 Statistical Methodology
The decision to launch is based on an assessment of the load minimum margin (LMM) for
each load indicator. For absolute values of load indicators the LMM is the minimum over
the Mach range of 0.6 to 2.2 of the red line load (RL) minus the sum of the simulated load
and the totaI uncertainty; a negative LMM is a No-Go. The RL is the load limit reduced by
a 1.4 safety factor. The total uncertainty of the simulated load is the 'root-summed-
squares' (RSS) of the systems uncertainties and the elastic body response to gust. A
schematic for the definition of LMM is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
The statistical methodology described by Smith and Adelfang (Ref. 5.2) for calculation of
the WLPI for load minimum margin (LMM) is also used herein with one important
difference. For the original application, the derived WLPI, which represents loads
uncertainty caused solely by the temporal variability of the wind, is based on loads
LOAD LIMIT
LblM
g / / _ ._ _ . RgDL INr
UC
.j.---
t
1.0 2.2
MACII NUMBI_
LMM = Load Minimum Margin
= minimum of (Redline - (SL+UC))
where,
Redline = load limit / 1.4
SL -- simulated load
UC = load uncertainty attributed to
systems dispersions and
elastic body loads
Figure 5.3 Schematic for Load Minimum Margin (LMM) and Associated Variables
simulations for 114 KSC winter unfiltered 3.5 hour Jimsphere wind pairs. For the new
application the additional uncertainty caused by low-pass filtering the first of the wind
pairs is included in a revised wind load persistence increment (RWLPI). The RWLPI is
calculated for 39 wind sensitive load indicators for each of three low-pass filtered versions
of the first of the wind pairs (nominal filter cutoff wavelen_hs of 1500, 3000, and 6000m)
in conjunction with the unfiltered second of the pairs.
The effectiveness of each RWLPI is evaluated by comparison of the number of No-Go
profiles and No-Go indicators for WLPI and RWLPI. If this comparison is favorable it
would be concluded that the additional protection afforded by the RWLPI produces no
significant change in the evaluation of loads No-Go's or No-Go profiles, even though the
simulation for the 1st of the pair is based on a filtered wind profile.
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Another measureof the effectivenessof the RWLPI is the comparisonof the empirical
numberof occurrencesfor thejoint Go/No-Gocombinationsfor theWLPI andtheRWLPI
appliedto theunfilteredandfiltered 1stof pairsrespectively,with no incrementappliedto
the2nd of thepairs.Thejoint numberof occurrencesarefor thefollowing combinations:
1. Gol,No-Go2
2. Gol, Go2
3. No-Gol, No-Go2
4. No-Gol, Go2
The first combinationis the mostimportantbecauseit representsameasureof the success
in protecting the decision to launch; an occurrenceof this combinationmeansthat the
decision to launch would be invalidatedby a post-launchloads analysis. Ideally there
shouldbenooccurrencesof the first combination.However,oneor two occurrencesof the
first combinationcould occur in this sampleof 114pairs becausethe WLPI and RWLPI
are for a 99 percent conditional probability. The secondcombination representsthe
remainderof the Go for the 1stof the pair caseswhich havea high probability of also
beingGo for the2ndof thepairbecausethereis no protectionincrementappliedto the2nd
of the pair; this is also an explanationfor the largenumberof occurrencesof the fourth
combinationcomparedto thethird, which impliesthataNo-Go for the 1stof thepair hasa
high probabilityof becomingaGo for the2ndof thepair.
5.3 Analysis
5.3.1 Wind Load Increments (WLPI and RWLPI)
The WLPI and RWLPI for a 99 percent conditional probability are calculated from LMM
derived from loads simulations with 114 filtered and unfiltered KSC 3.5-hour winter
Jimsphere wind pairs. The WLPI is calculated from the unfiltered 1st and 2nd of the wind
pair; the three versions of the RWLPI are calculated from the three versions of the low-
pass filtered 1st of pairs and the unfiltered 2nd of the pairs. The WLPI and the RWLPI for
39 load indicators are listed in Table 5.1. In nearly all cases the difference between RWLPI
and WLPI is the addit_onaI increment required to protect for filtering the 1st of the wind
pairs; the additional increment increases as the amount of low-pass filtering increases. The
percentage ratios, RWLPI]WLPI, listed in Table 5.2 indicate that the largest increase in
RWLPI relative to WLPI occurs between LP1500 and LP3000.
Z
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Table 5.1 99 _hPercentile Wind Load Persistence Increments WLPI and RWLPI
I _ OF PAIR _T1EREI) LPI_0 _
2" OF PAnt UNE_TERED UNImlLTEIIED UNFILTEI_D UNF_TI_U_
LOAD
SEQ. B INDICATOR glDE WLPI RWLPI RWLPI RWLJM
I W]NGItA 14 (.)
2 WlNGitA 14 (.)
3 WtI_I_ 1$ (÷)
4 W'INURAI5 (÷)
5 WlNGa_ 17 <+)
6 WINGRA 17 (4.)
7 WIHiIii.A I 8 (4
8 WINGRA 18 (.)
9 _19 (+)
10 W'INGI_,A 19 (+)
It wnI_GRA 16 (.}
12 _I2_WJRA 16 (.)
13 WINGRI.2 t (÷)
14 WlNGRA21 (÷)
IS WINGR-A8 (o)
16 WDqGL-A8 (.)
17 _RA2O (-)
IS W0_A.20 (-)
19 _ (-)
2O WINGLA22 (4
21 RWINGMX (÷)
22 LWINGMX (.)
2] Wl.JE-7 (+)
24 V'TR-2 (+)
25 V"_-2 6)
26 Vl"L-2 (+)
27 V1L-2 (.)
2S VTR+I 1 (*)
29 VTR-I 1 (.)
30 VTL+I I (+)
31 VTU-I I (-)
32 V'm-13 (+1
33 _['L- 1.1 (+)
34 VTR- 14 (-)
35 V'TL- 14 {-)
VTR-I5 (+)
37 VTL.I$ (+)
38 V'FR- 16 (+)
39 V'rL- 16 (+)
Table 5.2 Ratio of RWLPI
SEQ lIND ICATOR
1 W1NGRA 14
2 WINGRAI4
3 WINGRA 15
4 WINURAI5
5 W]NGRA 17
6 Wl NGP.A 17
7 WINGRA |8
8 WINGRA 18
9 WIHGRA 19
10 WINGRAI9
II WINGRAI6
12 WINGRAI6
13 WINGRL2 I
14 WL'qGRA2 I
15 WINGR- AS
16 W1NGL-A8
17 WINGRA2O
IS WINGLA20
19 WTNGRA22
20 W]NGLA22
21 RWINGMX
22 LWINGMX
23 WLE-7
24 VTR-2
V'FR-2
26 VTL-2
27 VTL-2
28 V'I_I. I I
2_ V'I'R-11
+1,0 V'['L- 11
31 'V'I'L- I I
_12 V'I_-I 3
33 VTL-I 3
34 V'I'R- 14
35 V'T_- 14
37 VTL-15
38 VTR- 16
39 VTL- 16
-33_35 -4067.23 -5,11131 -_II,46.2
4206.79 -4867.'19 -6065+96 ..6313.43
45.119 61.29 132.51 1"/_1 I
gTIm 10237 1511.93 119.00
45.T7 61.64 99.09 I_
70.66 11+92 13038 151+17
-1235.90 -1625.1 -2612A41 -30_.._
-1641.16 -1863,,,16 -2534.19 -2Z 13.44
31.94 53.29 97,77 11437
55.72 64.18 92.53 I04_
-2256,24 -2902.32 -3709_51
-2656.7S -3046_7 ,4034.29 -442_3 I
2JL04 44.39 729,5 a.g9
42.21 41.55 ?9.55 108.67
492-_ -59.CH -105,71 *126.?O
-I IS.4.1 -126.11 -158.15 -163.65
-30+05 -43.14 41.99 .93..W
-61.07 -67,711 -101.15 -I06+'70
-70,78 -9630 -12307 -121+711
-T/JI3 -92.43 -123.35 -142.25
3155150.C0 4076294._ 6249931 ._ 7066222._
•4169323.00 -4734665.00 -6587453.fl0 .69425_._
0.04 005 0,06 G07
0.20 0.22 0.31 0.4G
-02.1 -0 _.26 -0.34 ,0.40
0.14 0.16 0.2'1 0.31
-02,1 -0_ -O39 -0.51
0.11 0. l] 0._ 0,23
-0.20 -0.23 -0.35 -0,41
0.20 023 0.35 041
-0+11 -0.1] -0.20 -0_t
OA9 0.21 0.31 038
n.13 0,15 0.22 0_
-0,20 -0.22 -0.35 -045
•0.13 -0.15 4)23 4) 31
017 0.22 0,2O <)35
O.17 0.22 0.30 0.35
0.011 0.15 0,22 0._
01_ 0.16 0.23 0.25
to WLPI.
l" of wind p_ UP filter for RWLM
(-) 1 23 1.64 1 78
1-) I 16 1.44 1.50
(÷} 149 2._9 3.85
1¢'1 lab LBI 2.15
(+) 1 35 2+14 2.76
{+) I 16 1.85 2.24
(-) 1.31 2.11 2,49
(.) 1.14 1,54 171
(+) 1.37 2.51 29-1
(+) 1.15 I+(_ 18,S
(-) 12_ I.M l.Sd)
(-) 1.15 1.52 1,67
(+) 1._8 2.51 3.17
(+) 0.91 I.IL_ 2+57
(-) 1._ 2.15 2.57
(-) IC6 1.34 1.38
(-) 1.4-I 2+73 3. I 1
1-) I.II 1.66 1.7_i
(+l I ?,6 1,74 1.12
1-) I 19 131 1.83
1+1 t."9 1.98 2.24
(-) 1.14 1+58 1.67
1+) 1.16 1.42 1.71
(+) 10M J.57 2_
(-) 1 23 I,_ 187
1+) 1.15 1.69 2,18
1-) 1.2 I.89 247
(+) I.18 1.77 2,PA
(-) 1.15 1.74 2117
(+) 1.15 174 2.1_
(-) 120 i 76 202
(+) I 13 1,67 200
(+) 117 1.70 2.15
(-) 1 13 138 2 28
(-) 1+15 1.1_ 2.46
(+1 135 1.81 2.07
1+1 133 IgO 2.07
(+) t gl 264 2,94
(+1 I _ 270 2 91
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5.3.2 Load Indicator WINGRA14(-) No-Go's
Load indicator WINGRA14(-) is selected for analysis because it is the most wind sensitive
of the 39 indicators. As illustrated in Figure 5.4 the unfiltered 1st of the 114 wind pairs
(ordinate) produces 3 No-Go's without WLPI (LMM < 0) and 18 with WLPI (LMM <
WLPI). The number of No-Go's for WINGRA14 with either WLPI or RWLPI (LMM <
RWLPI) applied to LMM derived from unfiltered or filtered 1st of the wind pairs are
summarized in Table 5.3. When WLPI is applied to LMM derived from filtered 1st of the
pairs, the number of No-Go's decreases to 17, 7, and 2 for low-pass filters 1500, 3000 and
6000, respectively (Fig.5.4, abscissa, or Table 5.3); this is an obvious incorrect application
of WLPI because the failure to account for the uncertainty caused by filtering the 1st of the
wind pairs produces an unrealistically small number of No-Go's. When RWLPI is applied
to LMM from filtered 1st of the pairs, there is consistency for the first two filters in the
number of No-Go's relative to the 18 obtained from the proper application of WLPI to
LMM (from unfiltered 1st of wind pair) ; the number of No-Go's is 21, 2 I, and 26 for low-
pass filters 1500, 3000, and 6000, respectively.
This example shows that the RWLPI provides the additional load increment for
WlNGRA14 to protect for the additional loads uncertainty caused by smoothing the 1st of
the wind pairs. Similar results can be demonstrated for all the wind sensitive load
indicators.
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Figure 5.4 Load minimum Margin (LMM) for wing load indicator WINGRA14(-)
for 1" of wind pairs low-pass filtered (LP1500, 3000 and 6000) and 1 _ of wind pairs
unfiltered; derived load increments WLPI and RWLPI are indicated by straight lines
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Table 5.3 Number of No-Go profiles for load indicator WINGRA14(-), r ° of "_ .....
profile pairs, WLPI applied to LMM for unfiltered case and WLPI ant_
applied to LMM for the filtered cases
1_'of pair filter none 1500 3000 6000
type of increment WLPI WLPI WLPI WLPI
No-Go Profiles 18 17 7 2
type of increment (***** RWLPI *****)
No-Go Profiles 21 21 26
5.3.3 No-Go Statistics, 1st of Pair
The statistics of load indicator No-Go's for the 1st of the 114 wind pairs, unfiltered a,_....
filtered, and without or with wind load increments are listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 The number and percent of 114 profiles that are No-Go and the number of
No-Go load indicators for the 1 _ of the pair, without and with wind load increments
WLPI and RWLPI
A) without wind load persistence increments
I" of pair filter none 1500 3000 6000
No-Go Profiles 8 2 0 0
% No-Go Profiles 7.0 1.8 0.0 0.0
No-Go Load Indicators 9 5 0 0
B) with wind load persistence increments
type of increment WLPI (**** RWLPI *****)
1" of pair filter none 1500 3000 6000
No-Go Profiles 38 40 42 50
% No-Go Profiles 33.3 35.1 36.8 43.9
No-Go Load Indicators 21 18 18 19
A No-Go is counted if any one of the 39 load indicators is a No-Go. Without load
increments the filtering reduces the number of No-Go profiles and No-Go indicators,
which illustrates loads uncertainty caused only by wind profile filtering. If this uncertainty
is not accounted for, most or all No-Go's become Go's, which essentially invalidates the
loads assessments for the filtered 1st of the pairs. With load increments, the number of No-
Go indicators is nearly constant for the RWLPI (18,18, and 19) compared to 21 for the
WLPI; the number of No-Go profiles is also nearly constant for the first two versions of
RWLPI (40 and 42 for filters 1500 and 3000 respectively) compared to 38 for the WLPI.
The RWLPI for the 6000m filter yields 50 No-Go profiles, which is unrealistic compared
to the 38 for the WLPI.
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These statistics validate the RWLPI for the 1500- and 3000-m filters because the number
of No-Go profiles and indicators are nearly the same as those obtained with WLPI derived
from unfiltered wind profiles. Hence, a wind profil e measurement system that has a
resolution equivalent to a 1500- or 3000-m low-pass filtered Jimsphere wind profile could
adequately suppor_ the pre-launch loads assessment process, if the appropriate RWLPI
increment is implemented.
5.3.4 Joint Go/No-Go Statistics, 1st and 2nd of Wind Pairs
The joint number of occurrences of Go/No-Go combinations from a sample of 114 pairs,
with filtering applied to the 1st of the wind pairs and load increments applied to the I st of
the pairs load indicators, are listed in Table 5.5. The first combination (Go 1st / No-Go
2nd) is the most important because it is a measure of the protection achieved with WLPI or
RWLPI for the worst case when an increase of loads could change a Go for the 1st of the
pair to a No-Go for the 2nd of the pair. As shown in Table 5.5, the number of occurrences
of this combination for WLPI or RWLPI is within 1 count of the ideal value of none. The
additional load increment included in the RWLPI ensures that a Go decision would not be
compromised by using a low-pass filtered 1st of the wind pairs for the pre-launch loads
simulation. The number of occurrences for the 2nd combination (Go lst/Go 2nd) is also
nearly equivalent to the ideal number, which is the number of Go's for the 1st of the pair.
For the third combination (No-Go lst/No-Go 2nd) listed in Table 5.5, it is indicated that
the number of occurrences (7 to 8) is nearly equivalent to the number of unfiltered wind
profiles (8, in Table 5.4) that are No-Go without a wind load increment; obviously these
eight profiles remain No-Go when the load increment is applied to the Ist of the pair and
they remain No-Go for nearly all of the second of the same pair without the load
increment. The remainder of the 1st of the pairs No-Go's are included in the fourth
combination (No-Go lst/Go 2nd) listed in Table 5.5. These No-Go's are caused by the load
increment which must always be added to the LMM to protect for the worst case; since the
actual load change is theoretically less than this load increment in 99 percent of the cases,
many of these No-Go's become Go's when no increment is used for the 2nd of the pairs.
Table 5.5 Number of occurrences of Go/No-Go combinations from a sample of 114
simulation pairs with wind load increments and filtering applied to the 1" of the pair
1" of pair filter none 1500 3000 6000
type of increment WLPI (***** RWLPI *****)
combination
1" of pr. 2 "_of pr. number of occurrences
Go No-Go 1 0 I 0
Go Go 75 74 71 64
No-Go No-Go 7 8 7 8
No-Go Go 31 32 35 42
Note: A No-Go is counted if any one of the 39 load indicators is a No-Go
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5.4 Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that wind profiles that do not contain the small scale
perturbations (wavelength < 1500m) measured by the Jimsphere could be adequate for the
Shuttle pre-launch wind profile and rigid body ascent loads assessments for the commit to
launch decision. The analysis to support this conclusion, however, required high resolution
Jimsphere pairs to derive the appropriate load allowances for the combined effects of
temporal and reduced wind profile resolution. The combined effects are included in a 99
percentile wind load increment derived from filtered (smoothed) 1st of the 3.5-hr
Jimsphere wind pairs and unfiltered 2nd of the pairs.
When the appropriate wind load increment is used, the joint number of occurrences of
wind profile Go-NoGo's for the low-pass 1500m filtered 1st of the Jimsphere pairs and
unfiltered 2nd of the Jimsphere pairs are in agreement with the Go/No-Go's for the
unfiltered winds for both of the pairs.
The methodology for derivation of loads allowances described in this section would be
applicable to all launch vehicle operational scenarios that require assessments of vehicle
launch capability based on wind profile measurements on the day of launch.
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6.0 GUST MODELS FOR LAUNCH VEHICLE ASCENT
6.1 Introduction
Assessments of elastic body and buffeting response to in-flight atmospheric disturbances or
gusts are important in the establishment of vehicle design structural requirements and
operational capability. Launch vehicles can have significant response to gusts that are not
measurable with typical launch site winds aloft measurements such as the Jimsphere wind
profile measurement system or the 50-Mhz Doppler Radar Wind Profiler (DRWP) used at
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in support of the Shuttle and DOD launch programs. It is not
practical to perform elastic body loads analyses on the day-of-launch (DOL) because gusts
are transient with time duration measured in seconds. (However, rigid body loads
simulations are performed on DOL using measured Jimsphere wind profiles.) Thus, the
commit-to-launch decision must be protected for gust uncertainty contributions to elastic
body loads uncertainties. Discrete gust models used for establishment of trajectory and
loads increments that account for launch vehicle elastic body and buffet response
uncertainty on the day of launch are described. The origin and shortcomings of the
classical NASA 9 m/s discrete gust model is discussed. A new discrete gust model that
includes variation of gust magnitude as a function of altitude and gust length is presented
for use in the establishment of vehicle elastic body and buffet response uncertainty on
DOL.
6.2 Discrete Gust Model
This model is an improved definition that includes the variation of the gust amplitude as a
function of gust width. It is for use in establishing the maximum structural response to the
discrete gust when the vehicle elastic body mode wavelengths are synchronized with the
gust wavelength. This development was first reported in a White Paper to the Space Shuttle
Program (Ref. 6.1) for application in a study to re-establish the Space Shuttle orbiter
Columbia vertical tail assembly elastic body load response to gust. The development is
presented here to ensure wider distribution for future applications within the Space Shuttle
program and for future launch vehicles. A literature review is presented that establishes
the origin of the classical NASA discrete gust model heretofore used for elastic body loads
analysis. This improved model, established with methods originally developed for military
specification (MILSPEC) of requirements for the flying qualities of piloted aircraft (Ref.
6.2), includes the variation of gust amplitude with gust width, a factor which was not
included in the classical NASA model. This methodology is also described in the NASA
Terrestrial Guideline Document (Ref. 6.3). The empirical and theoretical equations for the
non-dimensional gust magnitude as a function of non-dimensional gust width derived in
this paper represent an improvement over the MILSPEC functions heretofore only
available in graphical form. The theoretical equations are the first documented derivation
of the MILSPEC functions. The practical implementation of these equations is for
derivation of the dimensional gust magnitude, which requires specification of the length
scale and standard deviation of turbulence. This study uses the most recent compilation
(Ref. 6.3) of these parameters (originally derived for a Space Shuttle turbulence model,
Ref. 6.8), which are a function of altitude and severity of turbulence.
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With knowledgethat thetail loadanomalyoccursduring transitionto supersonicvelocity
in the vicinity of 20,000ft (6 km) thegustmagnitudesderivedin this studymayin certain
circumstancesprovidesomeload alleviationcomparedto the9 m/sNASA SpaceShuttle
DesignCriteria standard(Ref. 6.9). The tail sensitivityto gustwidth is the critical factor
that will determinethedegreeof loadalleviation that maybeachieved.If the sensitivity
tendsto beatsmall gustwidths,thenloadalleviation isensured.
6.3 Origin of the Classical NASA 9 m/s Gust
The original quasi-square-wave gust having an amplitude of 9 m/s with a gust width from
50 to 300 m had a gust gradient of 0.36 sec _ for the first 25 m (or 9 rn/s per 25 m) and a
0.36 sec" decrease for the last 25 m for a variable gust width of 50 to 300 m. This gust
model first appeared (Ref. 6.10) in 1963 and has been modified over the years (Ref. 6.3)
with a cosine leading and trailing edge of 30-m interval as shown in Fig. 6.1. It is not clear
what probability of occurrence should be attached to this gust model. The design gust
model amplitude (Fig. 6.1) is reduced to 7.65 m/s (0.85 of its value) when used in
conjunction with the synthetic wind and wind shear model for the Shuttle ascent design
(Ref. 6.9).
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Figure 6. 1 Relationship between gust shape, design wind profile envelope, and speed
buildup (shear) envelope
Early discrete wind gust models for missile design (Refs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6) are based on
accelerometer measurements of turbulence by aircraft in horizontal flight. Aircraft
measured turbulence is classified as light, moderate, and severe. The methodology used to
convert aircraft turbulence taken over time of flight and horizontal distance to discrete gust
for a vertical rising vehicle is not clearly addressed. Common sources for aircraft
accelerometer measurement data in or near thunderstorms are the measurement series
during 1941 and 1942 in the vicinity of Langley Field, VA and from the thunderstorm
project near Orlando, FL in the summers of 1946 and 1947 (Refs. 6.4, 6.5).
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The frequency distribution for derived gust magnitude from aircraft measurements
traversingthunderstorms(Ref. 6.4)is reproducedherein Table6.1( Table 1Yl of referenced
document). The cumulative percentage frequency (CPF) for the 1947 thunderstorm gusts at
16,000-ft altitude derived from Table 6.1 is shown in Table 6.2. The percentile values for
thunderstorm gust (Ref. 6.7) for altitudes from 1 to 14,000 ft reproduced herein as Table
6.3 were also derived from the data contained in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Frequency Distributions of Derived Gust
1941-42 investigation / 1946 investigation /
Frequency of lusts at altitude (Kft) of -
U_., 5 I0 15 20 9-5 30 6 11 16 21
ft]s to to to to to to
10 15 20 25 30 34
1947 investigation /
26 5 10 15 20 25
5 to 10 1855 635 860 570 640 410 3560
10 to 15 522 283 376 249 279 171 1385
15 to20 166 t14 180 111 111 67 500
20 to 25 47 50 84 46 46 26 187
25 to 30 14 22 37 19 20 10 74
30 to 35 4 9 18 9 8 3 27
35 to 40 2 4 8 3 4 3 11
40 tO 45 - - - 3 4 3 2 --- 4
45 to 50 ...... 2 ......... 2
50 to 55 ...... 1 ............
55 to 60 .....................
Totals 2640 1120 1570 1010 1110 690 5750
Flight Miles 247 130 180 114 180 54 993
6000 5180 3920 2570 1430 3700 4000 2810 1370
2230 2020 1590 940 510 1495 1720 1135 620
870 840 635 342 210 595 720 454 260
313 338 245 126 79 248 321 180 113
117 132 96 45 31 95 138 72 51
44 54 39 17 12 40 57 29 20
16 22 15 6 5 16 25 12 10
6 8 6 4 3 7 I1 5 3
3 4 4 ...... 2 4 2 3
I 2 ......... 2 2 1 ---
.................. 2 ......
9600 8600 6550 4050 2280 6200 7000 4700 2450
1565 1716 1422 1064 757 1340 1612 1208 939
Table 6.2 CPF for Wind Gust at 16,000-ft Alt. from 1946 Thunderstorm Project Near
Orlando, FL
Gust Class Frequency CPF
Intervals, (counts) %
f_sec
5-10 5180 60.22
10-15 2020 83.71
15-20 840 93.48
20-25 338 97.41
25-30 132 98.94
30-35 54 99.57
35-40 22 99.83
40-45 8 99.92
45-50 4 99.965
50-55 2 99.988
Y = 8600
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Table 6. 3 Cumulative Probability Distribution of Gust Velocities
km for Thunderstorm Turbulence (Ref. 6.7)
Probability (pct < ) 50 68 84.1 97.7
from 1 km to 14
99.0 99.86
Gust Velocity m/s 2.40 3.10 4.60 7.80 9.10 12.50
ft/s 17.87 10.17 109 25.58 29.85 41.00
Missing from this analysis are two very important gust characteristics: They are the gust
width and shape. The US Air Force Titan and Delta vehicle programs use a "1- cosine"
gust shape with 9 m/s amplitude and 304-m gust width. The important difference
between the Air Force gust model and the NASA model is that the rise to 9 m/s takes place
over 152m rather than 30 m for the NASA model.
6.4 Discrete Gust Magnitude as a Function of Gust Half-Width
The basis for the derivation of gust magnitude as a function of gust half-width is given in a
military specification of requirements for the flying qualities of piloted aircraft (Ref. 6.2).
This specification is significant because it is based on the same aircraft turbulence data
used in studies (Refs. 6.4,6.5, and 6.7) that led to the establishment of the NASA classical
9 m/s gust. The gust model (V) has the "l-cosine" shape (Fig. 6.2) defined by (Ref. 6.2):
V=0, d<0, d>2d m
V = vm (1-cos(_d/dm)) , 0 < d -<2d m
2
where, v,n is the gust magnitude and d m is the gust half-width and d is distance.
1
distance, d
Figure 6.2 Discrete Gust Model ("l-cosine")
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The MILSPEC relationship(Refs.6.2 and6.3) betweennon-dimensionalgustmagnitude
Vm/a andnon-dimensionalgusthalf-width dm /Lheretofore only available in graphical
form is illustrated for the longitudinal and vertical gust component in Fig. 6.3; where, a is
the standard deviation of atmospheric turbulence and L is the scale length of atmospheric
turbulence. The most recent compilation (Ref. 6.3) of these parameters (originally derived
for a Space Shuttle turbulence model, Ref. 6.8 ) as a function of altitude and severity of
turbulence is presented in Table 6.4.
2
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Figure 6.3 Non-dimensional Discrete Gust Magnitude VJ6 as a Function of Non-
dimensional Gust Half-Width, dffL
Table 6.4 Mean Horizontal and Vertical Turbulence Standard Deviations a h and Crw,
Length Scales Lh and L. and Probabilities of Turbulence Severity Levels (light,
moderate, and severe) as a Function of Altitude
/ Light Turbulence /Moderate Turbulence / Severe Turbulence / Turbulence
Length Scale
Alt. Probability Probability Probability
MSL oh Ow of Light Oh Ow of Moderate o h Ow of Severe Lh Lw
km ntis m/s Turbulence m/s m/s Turbulence m/s m/s Turbulence km km
1 0,17 0.14 0,776 1.65 1.36 0.199 5.70 4.67 0.025 0,832 0.624
2 0.17 0.14 0.8910 1.65 1,43 0.0979 5.80 4.75 0.0111 0.902 0,831
4 0,20 0.17 0.9199 2,04 1,68 0.0738 6.24 5.13 0.0063 1.04 0.972
6 0.21 0.17 0.9294 2.13 1,69 0.0650 7.16 5,69 0.0056 1,04 1.01
8 0.22 0,17 0.9247 2,15 1,69 0.0704 7.59 5,98 0.0049 1.04 0.98
l0 0.22 0.17 0,9280 2.23 1.73 0.0677 7.72 6.00 0.0043 1.23 1.10
I2 0.25 0,18 0.9464 2.47 1.79 0.0502 7.89 5.71 0,0034 1.80 1.54
14 0.26 0.19 0,9605 2.62 1.91 0.0368 6.93 5.05 0.0027 2,82 2.12
16 0,24 0.21 0,9639 2.44 2.10 0.0337 5.00 4.31 0.0024 3,40 2.60
18 0.22 0.21 0.9703 2.21 2.07 0,0277 4.07 3.81 0.0020 5.00 3.34
20 0.23 0.20 0.9804 2.26 1.99 0,0i80 3.85 3.38 0.0016 8.64 4.41
25 0.27 0.21 0.9839 2.71 2.09 0.0146 4.34 3.34 0.0015 12.0 6.56
30 0,37 0.24 0.9797 3.73 2.39 0,0185 5.60 3.59 0.0018 28.6 8.88
For practical applications the relationship illustrated in Fig. 6.3 was first defined
empirically in two segments for the range of d m /L from .01 to 10. The first segment
(0.01 < d m / L < 5) is a least squares fourth order polynomial,
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Vm/o = cO+ClX+C 2X2 +c3X3+c4x4 (6.1)
where, x = loglo(d m/L), L is in meters(103 Lh(kin) in Table 6. 4), Vmand o (o h in
Table 6.4) are in m/s, c,,= 2.473886, c, = 0.9290348, c 2 = -0.54107229, c3= -0.18495605,
and c, = 0.0300112814 . For the second segment (5 < d m / L < 10),V m / _=2.80247
For d m -->30 meters and altitudes >14 km, L can be sufficiently large such that d m /Lcan
be less than 0.01 . For these cases a conservative approach is taken by assuming a constant
value of 0.40776 for V m/o (which is the value of V m/o for d m/L= 0.01, obtained
from Eq. 6.1 for x=logi0(.01)=-2). This is conservative because the relationship
illustrated in Fig. 3 indicates that V m / o should continue to decrease for d m / L < (0.01).
For d m / L > 10, a mathematical expression for V m / o is not needed for d m < 300
meters because the value of d m / L is smaller than 10 for L at all altitudes listed in Table
6.4 .. The largest value of d m/L is at 1 km (for din=300 m and L=Lh=832 meters,
d m / L = 0.3606) .
Alternatively and preferably the MILSPEC relationship illustrated in Fig. 6.3 is derived by
integration in closed form of the Dryden power spectrum density (PSD) model for a
variable lower bound for wave number q. The equations for the Dryden PSD's for the
longitudinal and lateral components of atmospheric turbulence are:
n LI+(L.Q) 2
(longitudinal) (6.2)
o2L (I+3(L-Q) 2)
_(f2) = )2 (lateral) (6.3)n (1+(i./2) 2
2
where, 0_<f__<,_ , o is the variance and L is the turbulence length scale. Integration of
Eqs. 6.2 or 6.3 from zero to infinity yields _. Integration from a lower bound other than
zero yields a fractional value of _ which is given by,
c,o
J #(_)df_ = G 2 (1- 2 tan-i (L,O.i)) (longitudinal) (6.4)
7_
-Qi
q_(_)d_ ::_2 (lateral) (6.5)
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Fhe square roots of the integrals given by Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5 represent the fractional values
of the total standard deviation contributed by the wavelength bands q to infinity. The
derivation of the MIL-Standard non-dimensional discrete gust as a function of non-
dimensional gust half-width (half-wavelength) requires the following assumptions:
1. The magnitude of the discrete gust is 2.8 times the fractional standard deviation.
2. The non-dimensional gust half-wavelength dm/L is defined by
I
dJL=--
rd_X2i
I
thus, I_.Qi =
rt(d m / L)
The non-dimensional gust magnitudes V,,/c for the longitudinal and lateral components
respectively are:
yl = 2.8_/1- 2 tan -1 (l__i) (6.6)
-q
- L'Qi ./ (6.7)(L.Q i )
rt(1 + (L,t-2i) 2 ) J
The empirical and derived MILSPEC curves for the longitudinal gust component are
illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The dashed curve is the empirical least squares fit to MILSPEC
longitudinal component (Eq.6. i). The solid curve is derived by closed form integration of
the Dryden PSD expressed by Eq. 6.6.
(9
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Figure 6.4 Least squares fit to MIL standard and closed form integration solution for
non-dimensional longitudinal gust magnitude v m /o as a function of non-dimensional
gust half-width, dJL
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Values for Vm(m/s) at a selected altitude for a specified dm(m ) are calculated using the
values of 6(rn/s) and L (m) (c_ h and 103 Lla respectively) given in Table 6.4 or Table 2-
79b of Ref. 6.3 and the appropriate expression for v m /c, which is selected based on the
value of d m / L as described above. The authors caution the reader that the caption at the
top of the original Table 6.6 (2-79 b), which refers to "magnitudes (rh and 6w )", should
read "standard deviations (Cla and cr w )". This has been verified by the principal author of
the original report (C.G. Justus_).
A composite standard deviation, _c, for moderate and severe turbulence categories is
calculated by weighting the standard deviations by the probability of each category (Table
6.4) according to:
°'c = (Ps_s +PmCrm)/(Ps +Pm) (6.8)
where, Ps,Pm,Os and o"m are the respective probabilities and standard deviations for severe
and moderate turbulence.
The derived gust magnitudes for the longitudinal gust component as a function of
turbulence severity (light, moderate, and severe), altitude and gust half-width, dm, are
listed in Table 6.5 and are illustrated for severe turbulence in Fig. 6.5 . The longitudinal
component is defined as the horizontal gust in the direction of the mean wind. The
longitudinal gust is superimposed with the steady state wind to excite the tail in the elastic
body simulation model.
The risk probabilities for the occurrence of severe moderate and 'composite' turbulence
are listed in Table 6.6. At 6 km the risk for severe turbulence is 0.56 percent; therefore,
from Fig. 6.5 (or Table 6.5) and Table 6.6, for d m equal 30 meters there is a 0.56 percent
risk that a gust magnitude of 4.31 m/s will be exceeded. If the objective is to protect the
orbiter vertical tail for a I percent risk for a 30-m half-width gust, it is conservative to
protect for the 4.31 m/s gust (0.56 percent risk). If the amount of load alleviation needed
is not obtained with the 4.31 rn/s gust there are two approaches that can be considered. A
small reduction of the 4.31 rn/s value can be achieved if a value for the 1 percent risk level
could be derived analytically, but an acceptable methodology is not available at present. A
large reduction can be achieved at any altitude by deriving a gust magnitude that represents
a composite value for moderate and severe turbulence. As listed in Table 6.7 the composite
value at 6 km for d m equal to 30 m is 1.52 m/s. This is achieved with a considerable
penalty, which is an increase of the risk to 7.06 percent (third column in Table 6. 6) that
this value will be exceeded.
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Table 6. 5 Discrete Longitudinal Gust Magnitude as a Function of Altitude (km) and
Gust Half-Width, d m (m) for Light, Moderate, and Severe Turbulence
a) Light Turbulence
Gust Magnitude(m/s)
gust half width (m)
Alt(km) 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
1. 0.12 0.18 0.21
2. 0.11 0.17 0.21
4. 0.12 0.18 0.23
6. 0.13 0.19 0.24
8. 0.13 0.20 0.25
10. 0.12 0.18 0.23
12. 0.11 0.16 0.21
14. 0.11 0.13 0.17
0.24 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34
0.24 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.33
0.26 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.37
0.27 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.39
0.29 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.41
0.26 0.29 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.38
0.25 0.28 0.30 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.38
0.20 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.33
b) Moderate Turbulence
Alt(km)
Gust Magnitude,(m/s)
gust half width (m)
30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
1. 1
2. 1
4. 1
6. 1
8. 1
10. 1
12. 1
14. 1
.14 1.70 2.09 2.37 2.59 2.77 2.92 3.05 3.16 3.26
.08 1.63 2.01 2.29 2.51 2.69 2.84 2.97 3.08 3.18
.23 1.86 2.31 2.66 2.93 3.15 3.34 3.50 3.64 3.77
.28 1.95 2.42 2.77 3.06 3.29 3.48 3.65 3.80 3.93
.29 1.96 2.44 2.80 3.08 3.32 3.52 3.69 3.84 3.97
.21 1.85 2.32 2.68 2.98 3.22 3.42 3.60 3.76 3.90
.il 1.63 2.08 2.45 2.75 3.01 3.23 3.43 3.60 3.76
.06 1.32 1.68 2.00 2.28 2.53 2.75 2.95 3.12 3.29
c) Severe Turbulence
Alt
km
30 60
Gust Magnitude (m/s)
gust half width (m)
90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
3.94
3.81
3.76
4.31
4.57
4.21
3.54
2.82
5.89 7.20 8.18 8.94 9.56 10.08 10.52 10.91 11.25
5.73 7.06 8.04 8.81 9.45 9.98 10.43 10.83 11.18
5.70 7.08 8.12 8.95 9.63 10.21 10.70 11.14 11.52
6.54 8.12 9.32 10.27 11.05 11.71 12.28 12.78 13.22
6.93 8.61 9.88 10.89 11.72 12.42 13.02 13.54 14.01
6.40 8.03 9.29 10.30 11.14 11.85 12.47 13.01 13.49
5.19 6.64 7.81 8.78 9.61 10.32 10.95 11.50 12.00
3.50 4.44 5.29 6.04 6.70 7.28 7.80 8.27 8.69
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As shown in Table 6.5c the smallest gust half-width d m associated with a 9 m/s gust is
about 100 meters at 8 kin.
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Figure 6. 5 Discrete Longitudinal Gust Magnitude as a Function of Altitude 0ml) and
Gust Half-Width, d. (m) for Severe Turbulence
Table 6.6 Risk Probability (percent) for Moderate, Severe, and Composite (Moderate
plus Severe) Turbulence, 1 to 20 km
Alt.(km) Moderate Severe Composite
1 19.90 2.50 22.40
2 9.79 1.11 10.90
4 7.38 0.63 8.01
6 6.50 0.56 7.06
8 7.04 0.49 7.53
10 6.77 0.43 7.20
12 5.02 0.34 5.36
14 3.68 0.27 3.95
Table 6.7 Discrete Longitudinal Gust Magnitude (m/s) as a Function of Altitude
(km) and Gust Half-Width, d m (m), Composite (Moderate and Severe Turbulence)
Gust Magnitude,(m/s)
gust half width (m)
Ah(km) 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
1 1.45 2.17
2. 1.36 2.05
4. 1.43 2.17
6. 1.52 2.31
8. 1.51 2.29
10. 1.39 2.12
12. 1.26 1.85
14. 1.18 1.47
2.66 3.02 3.30 3.52 3.72 3.88 4.02 4.15
2.52 2.87 3.15 3.38 3.57 3.73 3.87 4.00
2.69 3.09 3.40 3.66 3.88 4.07 4.23 4.38
2.87 3.29 3.63 3.90 4.14 4.34 4.51 4.67
2.84 3.26 3.59 3.87 4.10 4.29 4.47 4.62
2.66 3.08 3.41 3.69 3.93 4.13 4.31 4.47
2.37 2.79 3.13 3.43 3.68 3.90 4.10 4.28
1.87 2.23 2.54 2.82 3.06 3.28 3.48 3.65
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rThis discussion has emphasized the importance of the results for the smallest gust half-
widths. It is also important to point out that the improved model produces gust magnitudes
larger than 9 m/s as gust half-widths become large; for example, at 6 km the magnitude for
severe turbulence exceeds 9 rn/s for d m greater than 90 meters. Acceptance of this method
for specification of gust magnitude would require that adequate protection for these
magnitudes greater than 9 m/s be established.
6.5 Conclusion
A rational for derivation of a discrete gust magnitude that is a function of altitude and gust
half-width has been developed. This rational is based on established methods that are
included in military specification of requirements for the flying qualities of piloted aircraft.
This specification is significant because it is based on the same aircraft turbulence data
used in studies that established the NASA classical 9 m/s gust. Based on a review of these
studies there is no evidence that supports application of the 9 m/s for discrete gusts with
half-widths as small as 30 meters. The shortcoming of the NASA classical 9 rn/s gust
model is that it does not include a relationship between gust magnitude and gust half-
width. As indicated in this study the inclusion of this relationship may provide the needed
load relief for Space Shuttle tail elastic body response for small gust half-widths during
severe turbulence. However, protection of other vehicle structures sensitive to larger gust
half-widths would have to be established because the new model has gust magnitudes
greater than 9 rn/s for gust half-width as small as 100 meters (Table 6.5c).
The material in this section has also been published in Reference 6.11.
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7.0 WIND PROFILE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Since 1960, the instrumentation, tracking, and data reduction techniques of the Eastern
Test Range 0ETR) standard Rawinsonde system have been updated. A special high
resolution ETR Rawinsonde system (formerly called Windsonde) with greater accuracy
than the standard Rawinsonde has also been developed, Hence, the quality and resolution
of wind, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity profile measurement capability with
Rawinsondes have been improved at ETR.
The Jimsphere wind profile measurement system was developed at MSFC in the 1960's for
the Saturn program and is still used in the Space Shuttle program (Ref. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4).
The NASA 50MHz Doppler Radar Wind Profiler (DRWP) was developed jointly between
MSFC and JSC in the 1986-89 period for the Space Shuttle program. Currently, the 45 _
Space Wing, Air Force Space Command, Patrick AFB, Florida is developing the
Automated Meteorological Profiler System (AMPS) for the ETR. Because NASA is an
ETR user, the Space Shuttle program has an interest in this system.
Brief descriptions of the Jimsphere, DRWP, and AMPS systems are given below.
Jimsphcre
The Jimsphere system produces the highest resolution and greatest accuracy wind profile
of all measurement systems. Hence, it is used as a standard for comparison of wind profile
measurement systems. To illustrate the historical development of the Jimsphere,
photographs taken during a test of constant volume spheres, one smooth (ROSE), and the
other with conical protuberances (Jimsphere), is shown in Fig. 7.1 This test was
conducted at MSFC, August 2, 1963 during stable atmospheric conditions and light winds.
The smooth sphere was released at 11:52 p.m. and shortly thereafter (11:54 p.m.) the
sphere with cones was released. The smooth sphere (ROSE) shows induced perturbations
(which would be interpreted as wind) that are larger than the perturbations induced by the
roughened sphere (Jimsphere). The cones on the Jimsphere reduce the aerodynamic vortex
shedding responsible for the observed perturbations of the balloon trajectory. The cones
serve the same purpose as dimples on a golf ball.
The Jimsphere balloon is tracked by a FPS-16 radar or one having the equivalent precision.
The standard data reduced for MSFC yields wind speed and direction at 25m altitude
intervals. Jimsphere wind databases have been used in wind profile models and design
assessments for the Space Shuttle. Samples of Jimsphere 3.5-hour pairs taken at KSC were
used to establish wind loads persistence for the Space Shuttle. The Jimsphere system is a
Space Shuttle operational requirement for pre-launch wind monitoring and post-flight
evaluations. The specifications of the standard Jimsphere are given in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Jimsphere Specifications (ML-632/um)
Aerodynamically stabilized, constant volume,
Type super pressure balloon constructed of !/2 mii
aluminized mylar
Inflated Diameter 2.0 m
Typical Free Lift 4.7 kg
Typical Gross Lift 5.1 kg
Inflation Volume 4.2 m _
Nominal Float Altitude 17-18 km
Roughness Elements 398 cones, 7.6 cm (base) X 7.6 cm (height)
The Jimsphere measures only 50 percent of the amplitude of wind profile perturbations at
a wavelength of 90 m, and > 95 percent of the amplitude for wavelengths > 300 m (Ref.
7.5, 7.6, 7.7). Fig. 7.2 shows the magnitude (vector modulus) of the wind perturbations
for a sample of high-pass filtered Jimsphere profiles. The high pass filters are for
nominal cut-off wavelengths _,_of 500, 1500, 3000, and 6000m. It is shown that the
classical NASA 9m/s gust is not detected by the Jimsphere system for wavelengths less
than 1500m. Hence, other means for wind gust modeling are required as discussed in
Section 6.
Figure 7.2
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NASA 50MHz Doppler, Radar Profiler (DRWP)
The DRWP development was underway by MSFC before the Challenger accide_
1986. Then the development was accelerated to completion by a joint effort between
MSFC and JSC. This system is located at KSC. The antenna is a phased array of
coaxial-collinear elements which the radar uses to create three beams - one vertical and
two orthogonal 15 degrees off the zenith on azimuths of 135 degrees (mode l) and 45
degrees (mode 2) (Ref. 7.8). There are 112 gates; the lowest gate is at 2 km and the last
at 18.6 km. This yields wind components that are average values for an altitude layer ol
150 m. The wind components are converted to wind speed and direction. Currently tg_ ,-c
is approximately 5 years of DRWP data at MSFC at 5-minute intervals with _,-
missing periods. The DRWP wind profiles are monitored for each Space Shuttle lamw_.
to detect any rapid change with respect to time and compared with the Jimsphere wiv, d
profiles which are made at L-6 hr 15 min., L-4 hr 30 min., L-3 hr 25 min., L-2 hr 15 mi
L-70 min and L+15 min. The L-4 hr 30 min Jimsphere is used for trajectory and load o
analysis for the commit- to-launch decision.
Automated Meteorological Profiling System (AMPS)
The AMPS is under development for the Eastern Test Range (ETR). AMPS balloon
tracking will be with the Global Positioning System (GPS) which will replace the
traditional ground based radar. This system is scheduled to be in operation in the ye,""
2000 or 2001. In principle the GPS balloon tracking should produce more accurate v,,ir:":,
because the radar tracking errors at the low elevation angles for long slant ranger are
eliminated by the GPS. The AMPS has two measurement modes. One is a Jims_.',:_e,:-.
with the aluminized mylar removed to permit GPS signal transmission. This mode :_
called the High Resolution Flight Element (HRFE). The HRFE yields a detailed wired
profile to 16.7- km altitude. The second mode called the Low Resolution Flight Elem_-
(LRFE) replaces the Rawinsonde system. The LRFE will measure the wind, pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity profiles to 30-km altitude. Density is derived _'_-"
pressure, temperature, and relative humidity.
The AMPS system has the potential to establish a wind profile database concurrently wit!-,
atmospheric parameters, pressure, temperature, and density for KSC. This database v.'"
be most valuable provided that a special measuring program (SMP) in support of la ....
vehicle development is established early in the AMPS operational phase. This measu,.
program should be over a 5-year period with a sampling frequency of at least four K v
day. At present the atmosphere models and wind models for aerospace vehicle progrp' "
are treated separately. A wind and atmosphere pairs database to be established witlq _'
proposed AMPS/SMP would be used for future aerospace vehicle design assessments ,_,_
day-of-launch ascent guidance and control design. It is suggested that NASA ap_'r
jointly establish the details for this proposed measuring program at the beginnir_
AMPS operational phase.
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Solution of the quadraticequation A.1 yields values of Y for each value of X
incrementedwithin the rangeof X smallestto X largest. The centroid(X,Y) for the
family of probabilityellipses(for variousvaluesof P) is plottedasapoint.
For wind data samples,the general notationsfor the bivariatenormal distribution are
replaced by the correspondingsample values for the zonal and meridional wind
components,which arethe meanvalues,U andV; thestandarddeviations,SU andSV;
andthecorrelationcoefficient,r(U,V).
In the wind analysis,P-percentof the wind vectorsfall within the specifiedprobability
ellipse. From thispoint of view, a specifiedprobability ellipsegivesthejoint probability
thatP-percentof theU-V componentslie within thegivenellipse.
2__ O2 and p = 0 in the bivariate normal distribution, the probabilityWhen o2 = Oy
ellipses of A.1 reduce to circles whose centers are at the means X,Y. The radii of the
probability circles are cVl_, c , where
and,
_vl = _ [A.4]
_'c = _-ln(1- P) [A.5]
The example of wind probability ellipses for P = .50, .95, and .99 illustrated in Fig. A-1 is
for the following parameters: U=-3.01 m/s, V=-3.19m/s, SU = 8.66 m/s , SV =
6.85 m/s and 19 = 0.322
.f U,V SCALES: i di;= 2 m/', * ' ' ' .... _-]
[ I .99
.50
. , , • • .... k , , • L L . _ _ z , , , l
U, m/s
Figure A-1 An Example of Wind Vector Probability Ellipses
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